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“There will be NO nuclear war and NO ONE on Earth can start a war in space.” 

(Matthew's Message, May 21, 2008.)
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Introduction 

 

The question of whether or not there’ll be a nuclear war arises again and again. 

What’s the truth of the matter? 

In short, the truth is that the Divine Mother will not permit the loss of Gaia’s 
physical body to nuclear warfare - or any warfare. 

Moreover, the galactics will not permit the use of nuclear weapons, which cause 
deep suffering on other dimensions, of which we’re totally unaware, as is covered 
in this book. 

Are channeled messages our only communication from the other side on the 
subject? No, several times terrestrial witnesses have seen galactics destroy their 
nuclear weapons or turn off their electrical or rocket-guidance systems.  (1) 

It has taken all of this - everything you see and don’t see occurring on Earth today - 
to put an end to war on this planet.  And we’re not done yet. 

You know how you wondered how decency would protect itself? How peace could 
ever prevail against war?  
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Ladies and gentlemen, you are watching how that can be - and is to be. From out of 
the depths of space have come our ancestral star families, bringing peace by divine 
command. As Sheldon Nidle once said, Heaven called us and we came. 

They’re joined by terrestrial military and civilians who’ve dedicated their lives to 
seeing a world free of the deep state.  Their combined forces now stand in sight of 
success. 

THIS is what it took. 

I’m eternally grateful to our terrestrial white hats and star family for rescuing us, 
the Mighty Ones (archangels) for arranging it all, and the Divine Mother for 
directing that we be taken under their wing, literally and figuratively. 

There will be no nuclear war. All participants know it. Threats to the contrary are 
simply theatrics.  

Don’t be afraid. I’m not. Those who are with us are infinitely stronger than those 
who oppose us. And they operate completely peacefully. 

How can that be so? That’s a good question! 

Footnotes 

(1) See "Capt. Robert Salas - UFOs Shut Down Nuclear Missiles," at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbBc_LmXkbQ and 

 "UFO Destroys Vandenberg Missile - Prof. Robert Jacobs Testifies" at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4wL4lbwwNU&t=467s 
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Matthew’s Message, Aug. 13, 2005 
 

Soldier kills the dove of peace at Denver Airport

It is logical to think: Does it matter which [Illuminati] faction is dominant [in the 
Mideast] if both have the same intention? It does only in the very short term as to 
what may ensue in the Mideast. 

With all of their strongholds crumbling beyond repair, particularly in banking and 
economic areas and their influence in governments, the once-all powerful 
Illuminati is steadily disintegrating. Many within its ranks have defected and 
become light warriors. It is only those at the peak who are orchestrating the 
Mideast situation.

Strategically publicizing this as leading to World War III, and possibly a nuclear 
war at that, is the most successful of the fear factors. We tell you: There will be NO 
nuclear war! There will be no Third World War! 

At most there would be a very temporary clash of the military forces commanded 
by the two Illuminati factions - anything beyond that would fall within God's 
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honoring Earth's free will choice that no more acts of death and destruction on the 
scale of "9/11" shall occur.

If that clash does take place, you will see troops on both sides refusing to fight in 
such numbers that further combat is doomed. They will see weapons failing to 
function, vehicles that won't move, missiles that fizzle - do not doubt that the 
technology of our space family can achieve this! - and even the Illuminati 
commanders will see the futility of continuing.
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What Are the Chances of a Nuclear War with China? Oct. 
10, 2009 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/the-2012-scenario/the-time-of-troubles/what-are-the-
chances-of-a-nuclear-war-with-china/ 

Oct. 10, 2009.

Speaking at a Project Camelot Conference today in Brussels, George Green said 
that he saw a war with China in our near future.

https://www.ustream.tv/recorded/2325758

How likely is a war with China? For that matter, how likely is a war between any 
of the nuclear powers?

Let us ask that question of Mike Quinsey's group, Sheldan Nidle's Spiritual 
Hierarchy and Galactic Federation, and Matthew Ward, who are, in my opinion, 
our most credible sources.
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SaLuSa is very certain about the matter: "There will be no nuclear war or that type 
of aggression." (1) He reports that the galactics "can easily [quiet] the guns of war 
if there is any need to do so." (2)

He lets it be known that "we are in contact with your leaders, and they have been 
warned that certain conduct will not be allowed that seriously endangers you." (3)

"Regardless of what threats are perceived, you will not be involved in a 
nuclear exchange or war. Your governments are aware of this edict from 
us, but still use such threats against each other. …

"There is talk of further wars but we assure you that it is no longer part of 
your future. We have informed your governments and military that nuclear 
weapons will not be allowed, and have proved we are as good as our word. 
We are here to lead you into a peaceful era that will allow for the 
restoration of your planet, and for a quantum leap forward into the 
Light." (4)

Diane of Sirius assures us that the galactics are well "abreast of what is taking 
place, and have a total picture of the likely outcome of the impetus created by 
you. ... We are ready to seize control on your behalf as soon as it is practical to do 
so and prevent any madcap actions by the dark as they contemplate defeat. We 
know exactly how they think and will curtail any attempts to prevent the Light 
from manifesting on your world.” (5)

Atmos tells us that the galactics have shielded the rest of the universe from our 
nuclear destructiveness:

"Nuclear weapons are an abomination that is so destructive, even to the 
point of damaging the souls of those in their path. Fortunately, in the past 
where you have let off nuclear devices, we have placed a protective shield 
around your Earth to prevent damage to the outer planets, and life forces in 
Space." (6)

He tells us that the Galactic Federation has been protecting Earth for millennia 
against its own destructiveness:
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"On more than one occasion, you were intending to bring about a nuclear 
war. … Your actions could have destroyed your Earth. We wish you to be 
aware that we have acted as your guardians for many thousands of years 
and you would not have been where you are now without our help, indeed 
you would not have reached this high point in evolution." (7)

Ker-On of Venus offers us his guarantee that the galactics will protect us from 
ourselves:

"We shall ensure that there is no interference from the dark forces [in 
Ascension], as their power will have been removed from them. Already we 
curtail their ability to cause more wars and use their nuclear weapons and 
we know that it has been their objective in the Middle East." (8)

Like Atmos, he assures us that the galactics have saved us from our own 
destructiveness:

"We follow your development and, since you entered the Nuclear Age, 
have come a lot closer. Our service to Humanity has been to make sure that 
you complete this cycle, and that both you and the Earth are not destroyed. 
You have come close to doing so on a number of occasions and we have 
prevented it. It is fortunate that the Divine Plan for you requires that you 
see this cycle out to the end, which is but a few years away." (9)

Unequivocably he tells us there will be no nuclear war:

"No matter what rhetoric passes between different countries that confront 
each other, we give an absolute assurance that there will not be another 
nuclear war. It will simply not be allowed, and soon the weapons of war 
shall be completely silenced forever." (10)

The Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation (SHGF), speaking through 
Sheldan Nidle, say they "are confident that the need for a rapid deployment of our 
forces in response to some dark-induced craziness is unlikely. Until the mass 
landing date, we will need to intercede only when necessary to prevent nuclear 
disaster or stop events from getting out of hand. By this we mean an event that 
swiftly escalates into something serious." (11)
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Speaking for the terrestrial and spiritual side, Matthew Ward tells us that stopping 
nuclear wars is the one area of human life where the 2012 team has Creator's 
consent to intervene.

"Creator made this single exception to Its law that all souls’ free will must 
be honored: There will be no more nuclear wars, and spiritually evolved 
civilizations are authorized to use their technology to prevent any attempts 
to initiate one. That is why we have been able to repeatedly and 
confidently assure you that there will be no nuclear war on Earth.

"So there is no possibility of planetary-wide destruction." (12)

In answer to "several issues that keep popping up in Internet articles or channeled 
messages," Matthew assured us that "There will be no war with Iran … Russia will 
not engage in a major war and neither will China." (13)

On the basis of this, and insofar as this information is true, as I believe it to be, I 
think I can say unequivocally that George Green's predictions of a near-future war 
with China have no substance to them and no chance of materializing.

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, Feb. 18, 2009 at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(2) Ibid., Dec. 8, 2008, ibid.

(3) Ibid., March 20, 2009, ibid.

(4) Ibid., Nov. 14, 2008, ibid.

(5) Diane of Sirius, Aug. 6, 2008, at 
https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(6) Atmos, Dec. 17, 2008, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(7) Ibid., Oct. 13, 2008, ibid.
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(8) Ker-On, Nov. 3, 2008, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(9) Ibid., Oct. 22, 2008, ibid.

(10) Ibid., Sept. 8, 2008, ibid.

(11) Spiritual Hierarchy and Galactic Federation, “Update,” through Sheldan 
Nidle, Aug. 12, 2008 at https://www.paoweb.com/sn081208.htm.

(12) Matthew’s Message, March 10, 2009, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm.

(13) Ibid. Sept. 24, 2008, ibid.
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We’ve Already Been Delivered from the Valley of the 
Shadow of Death. It’s Time to Welcome the Deliverers, July 
27, 2010 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/disclosure/essays-on-disclosure/weve-already-been-
delivered-from-the-valley-of-the-shadow-of-death-its-time-to-welcome-the-
deliverers/ 

I don't think I can pass by SaLuSa's message of July 26, 2010 without underlining 
the significance of what he's said. So I'd like to repeat the important passages and 
then look at the wider significance of them.

“The saber rattling between the U.S. and North Korea is symptomatic of 
countries that interfere with the progress of others, and their 
confrontational postures are dangerous and unproductive if it is meant to 
keep the peace. It is the lack of intent to seriously approach the desire for a 
peaceful co-existence that has kept you in a constant state of readiness for 
war.

“It is of course welcomed by those who stand to gain from them and is 
very profitable for those dealing in arms and other equipment. However, as 
we have often informed you, we will not allow nuclear weapons to be 
used. 
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“The time is approaching when peace will be declared, and all types of 
armaments will be banned. Furthermore we will also monitor Earth and 
prevent any attempts to falsely start wars of whatever nature.” (1)

We can see that various spirit and galactic teachers serve various functions. Saul, 
for example, appears to have taken on the task of explaining everything to us about 
Ascension. Celia Fenn's Archangel Michael, as we can see from the post mounted 
yesterday, explains to us the meaning of the various cosmic alignments, stargate 
and portal openings, etc. Marlene Swetlishoff's messages appear to deal often with 
energetic fluctuations.

SaLuSa and Matthew Ward, who is silent for the moment due to Suzy Ward's 
bereavement, have theirs as well and that includes commenting on current affairs 
and what is happening behind the scenes. 

Matthew, according to Ashtar, is a very evolved being and speaks on behalf of 
Earth's Spiritual Hierarchy with the voice of authority. (2) He is also part of a 
spiritual group who speak through him, much the same as Imperator, White Cloud, 
and Silver Birch were part of a larger spirit group before the advent of Matthew.

SaLuSa speaks on behalf of the Galactic Federation and also is the leader of a 
group which we know includes Diane, Atmos, and Ag-Agria, all of Sirius, Ker-on 
of Venus, Ela of Arcturus, and some of our local Spiritual Hierarchy such as St. 
Germaine. The galactic members recognize SaLuSa as their leader just as 
Imperator's group recognized Imperator. He also speaks with authority.

SaLuSa has just chastised the dark leadership of North Korea and the United States 
for what boils down to warmongering. He says that they, and other nations like 
them, have kept us in a constant state of war readiness, from which he says they 
benefit.

He points out how this serves the military-industrial complex whom anyone who 
has listened to Dr. Carol Rosin in UFOs: The Greatest Story Ever Denied knows 
has been manipulating the public since the 1970s by creating one enemy after 
another so that they could profit from the arms race. These are the so-called 
“merchants of death” who have benefitted from wars for centuries.
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SaLuSa has said, unequivocally, that “we,” by which he means the Galactic 
Federation, acting as an international peace-keeping force, “will not allow nuclear 
weapons to be used.”

End of story on Iran. End of story on North Korea and its so-called nuclear 
weapons (which I don't believe it has). The same with Israel and its preparations to 
bomb Iran. The same with the United States secretly giving nuclear weapons to 
France, Britain, Germany, Italy, Turkey and several other NATO nations. 

Similarly with missile batteries aimed at Russia, Russian missiles aimed at the U.S, 
and Iran allegedly developing its own nuclear weapons. End of story on 
thermonuclear weapons and nuclear warfare on Planet Earth (period).

He further tells us that “the time is approaching when ... all types of armaments 
will be banned.” Write closed on ordinary Americans retaining their own guns. The 
same on the American military evacuating the population and sending it to FEMA 
camps. The same on the further use of depleted-uranium weapons in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. 

Both wars were illegal and immoral from the get-go because 9/11 was carried out 
by the Bush administration, MOSSAD, an international banking consortium, the 
alphabet agencies, and their Jane and John Doe confederates and not by anyone 
from Afghanistan or Iraq.

SaLuSa further says that “the time is approaching when peace will be declared.” 
Finished with wars.  Finished with war games and manouevers in the Persian Gulf 
and Yellow Sea. The same with a new war in Iran. And with NATO and the 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization. 

And with liberation movements, Marxist guerrillas, the School of the Americas, 
Blackwater, Halliburton, the CIA, the NSA, even Majestic-12 or -36. The same 
with Star Wars and the militarization of space. Finished with Solar Warden, scalar 
weapons, HAARP, and any other military activity, overt or covert, on this planet.

And finally SaLuSa gives us his assurance that the Galactic Federation, and not 
only the GF I'm sure but all the coalitions of star nations that are here to assist us 
with our transition into the approaching Golden Age, “will also monitor Earth and 
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prevent any attempts to falsely start wars of whatever nature.” Of whatever nature. 
No more wars, no more weapons, no more saber-rattling. End. Finished. Over.

At some point we need to stop asking the galactics to repeat their promises over 
and over again. We need to get it. War, nuclear or otherwise, will soon end on this 
planet and weapons of any kind will not work.

We can afford to begin acting as if we know this. We are privileged to be reading 
SaLuSa and SaLuSa is one source who is addressing these matters. We won't hear 
this from other sources who are charged with developing our knowledge in other 
areas.

We've had the galactics' assurance. Now let's bury the concern. There will be no 
more nuclear wars on Earth or for that matter wars of any kind. Soon no weapons 
will work. Peace will be declared.

I invite us to orient to this question as if it's a closed matter and turn our attention 
to creating what we now desire in a world at peace. If we come from peace, the 
dark ones will have no further ability to stir or influence us. The galactics will take 
care of ensuring that peace reigns and we need to turn our attention to what there is 
to build in a peaceful world.

Forget about the nightly news. Forget about people who tell you that wishing to 
feed the hungry people of the world is impractical. Forget about those who say that 
handouts to Big Business is priming the pump whereas financial assistance to 
ordinary people is socialism.  Stop listening to them. Stop repeating their 
arguments. Let's wake up from our hypnotic trance and think for ourselves.

When we turn our attention to World Disclosure Day, let's not turn to it out of 
worry or concern. We've already received our assurances. Let's turn to it out of 
celebration and joyfulness. We've already been delivered from the valley of the 
shadow of death. It's time to welcome our deliverers.

Footnotes

(1) SaLuSa, July 26, 2010 at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(2) Ashtar to Steve Beckow through Suzy Ward, email, Aug. 3, 2009. 
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Galactic Prohibition of Nuclear War and Cleansing of Radioactivity 
from the Planet, Feb. 9, 2011 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2011/02/09/galactic-prohibition-nuclear-war-
cleansing-radioactivity-planet/ 

I've gathered together in one place all the statements the galactic and spirit teachers 
have made on the prohibition against exploding nuclear devices on, above, or 
below the planet as well as related topics.

The URLs for Matthew's and SaLuSa's messages follow:

Matthew: http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm

SaLuSa:  
http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm

Damage Done to a Soul Caught in a Nuclear Blast

“Nuclear weapons are an abomination that is so destructive, even to the point of 
damaging the souls of those in their path. Fortunately, in the past where you have 
let off nuclear devices, we have placed a protective shield around your Earth to 
prevent damage to the outer planets, and life forces in Space. Do you still wonder 
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why Man is considered such a danger to other forms of life?” (Atmos, Dec. 17, 
2008.)

"When a soul is in the area of a nuclear explosion in space, it [that is, its body] is 
shattered and the parts are scattered, and for healing to occur, all parts must be 
retrieved and reintegrated so that all experiencing once again is intact.  For the 
largest portion of a soul to locate all of its parts is extremely difficult, and when it 
does, the reintegration process is complex and lengthy.  The scattered parts may 
have ramifications for other souls.

"Soul parts may enter bodies, where the resultant change may either enhance or 
impede the resident soul’s chosen pathway, or they may be captured by dark ones 
and cry out weakly for rescue.  Way-showers and healers throughout the universe, 
including on Earth, are aiding the damaged souls.  This is not yet within your 
ability to comprehend."  (Matthew’s Message, Aug. 5, 2005.)

No Nuclear Explosions and No Nuclear War

“By Creator’s law, souls’ free will must be respected except in the case of nuclear 
detonations in space.” (Matthew's Message, Aug. 7, 2003.)

"The nuclear power that is possessed with intention to serve dark purposes cannot 
and will not be effective. By Creator’s decree that no nuclear detonations in space 
will be permitted, the technology of the light warriors both on and off-planet 
already has thwarted and will continue to thwart efforts to annihilate targets of both 
Earth planetary realm and other celestial bodies that are temporary homelands or 
relay stations for light warriors. I have covered the non-use of nuclear power on 
quite a few previous occasions but without specific mention of these 
targets." (Matthew's Message, Feb. 8, 2004.)

"The sudden determination of the US government to spend billions of dollars to 
explore and possibly colonize Mars is to us almost a laughable disguise for the 
dark truth, which is to prevent the light forces from en masse landings on the 
planet by extending the combat into space.

“Although this is put out publicly as a US exploration decision, it is the intent of 
the Illuminati globally to heat up their battle capabilities with this off-planet use of 
technological weapons that only a few scientists and the quiet elite there know 
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exist. Of course this effort will be as futile as their attempts to use known nuclear 
weaponry have been." (Matthew's Message, Feb. 8, 2004.)

“The [Galactic] Federation has neutralized nuclear missiles and nuke suitcases. 
Most of Earth’s population has no idea how many times we have stepped in behind 
the scenes to influence, alter or stop certain very destructive events and the misuse 
of numerous ‘black-op,’ highly-classified weapon systems and projects very 
destructive to Mother Earth, which would have wiped out much of the life on the 
planet.

“If it had not been for our constant vigilant monitoring of Earth, to stop these very 
dangerous incidents and many other forms of Intervention, as bad as the 
environmental conditions are at this time, this planet would literally be in eight 
times worse of a mess than it presently is!” (Ashtar through Michael Ellegion, Dec. 
22, 2007, via Mark Huber post, 29 Oct. 2008.)

“You may think it is superfluous for me to mention still again the critical need for 
using keen discernment about all information and trusting your intuition as to 
whether it is falsehood or truth. 

However, since my mother is still receiving emails from people who are alarmed 
about those reports of worldwide evacuation plans as well as various prophesied 
types of dire happenings like the imminent imposition of martial law, millions will 
be rounded up and put in concentration camps, belligerent ETs will invade your 
planet, and all-out nuclear wars brewing, I think there cannot be too much 
emphasis upon discernment and intuition.

“Furthermore, our repeated assurances that NONE of those will befall you seem to 
fly out the window each time a fear-filled report makes the Internet rounds.  The 
light will not permit any such reversal in its ever-increasing intensity, and Earth did 
not endure many, many centuries of the tyranny and bloodshed that caused all the 
negativity, just to have her current beloved inhabitants experience more of it!” 
(Matthew's Message, Feb. 24, 2008.)

“There will be NO nuclear war and NO ONE on Earth can start a war in space.” 
(Matthew's Message, May 21, 2008.)
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“Saner minds know there is no troop power, no war-machine equipment, and, most 
important, no will among nations for a conquest that could escalate to incalculable 
loss of life or even planetary destruction.

“Furthermore, even if such a conquest is the intent of a few desperate, dark minds, 
you who have read my messages and those from other knowledgeable off-planet 
sources know that the technology of our space family will once again successfully 
prevent such action if it is attempted.” (Matthew’s Message, July 4, 2008.)

“Needless to say, as always we are abreast of what is taking place, and have a total 
picture of the likely outcome of the impetus created by you. … We are ready to 
seize control on your behalf as soon as it is practical to do so and prevent any 
madcap actions by the dark as they contemplate defeat. We know exactly how they 
think and will curtail any attempts to prevent the Light from manifesting on your 
world.” (Diane of Sirius, Aug. 6, 2008.)

“The Galactic Federation has been quite directly involved in your planet in many, 
many ways for your planet’s whole history. Of late we have been bringing great 
many ships into the environment of your planet in order to assist with numerous 
subtle duties. I can list a few: assisting with the balancing of your magnetosphere, 
working against your destructive tendencies by disallowing nuclear explosions, 
beaming in and balancing frequencies of light that assist in the ascension process, 
severely curtailing the negative activities of other self-serving space races and so 
on and so on. The list is long.” (Cdr Adamu, Sept. 2, 2008, at http://www.book-of-
light.com/forums2/viewtopic.php?t=81&f=86.)

“No matter what rhetoric passes between different countries that confront each 
other, we give an absolute assurance that there will not be another nuclear war. It 
will simply not be allowed and soon the weapons of war shall be completely 
silenced forever.” (Ker-On, Sept. 8, 2008.)

“There will be no war with Iran. … Russia will not engage in a major war and 
neither will China.” (Matthew’s Message, Sept. 24, 2008.)

"We can disable your nuclear devices without touching them." (Cdr. Adamu, Sept. 
29, 2008, through Zingdad, at http://tinyurl.com/yde2bpn.) 
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“On more than one occasion, you were intending to bring about a nuclear war. … 
Your actions could have destroyed your Earth. We wish you to be aware that we 
have acted as your guardians for many thousands of years and you would not have 
been where you are now without our help. Indeed you would not have reached this 
high point in evolution.” (Atmos, Oct. 13, 2008.)

“The line has been drawn against certain activities that would endanger life on and 
beyond your Earth, and [the dark] are therefore curtailed in what they can do.” 
(Ker-On of Venus, Oct. 22, 2008.)

“We follow your development and, since you entered the Nuclear Age, have come 
a lot closer. Our service to Humanity has been to make sure that you complete this 
cycle and that both you and the Earth are not destroyed. 

“You have come close to doing so on a number of occasions and we have 
prevented it. It is fortunate that the Divine Plan for you requires that you see this 
cycle out to the end, which is but a few years away.” (Ker-On of Venus, Oct. 22, 
2008.)

“We shall ensure that there is no interference from the dark forces [in Ascension], 
as their power will have been removed from them. Already we curtail their ability 
to cause more wars and use their nuclear weapons and we know that it has been 
their objective in the Middle East.” (Ker-On, Nov. 3, 2008.)

“Regardless of what threats are perceived, you will not be involved in a nuclear 
exchange or war. Your governments are aware of this edict from us, but still use 
such threats against each other. …

“There is talk of further wars but we assure you that it is no longer part of your 
future. We have informed your governments and military that nuclear weapons will 
not be allowed and have proved we are as good as our word. We are here to lead 
you into a peaceful era that will allow for the restoration of your planet, and for a 
quantum leap forward into the Light.” (SaLuSa, Nov. 14, 2008.)

“We can easily [quiet] the guns of war if there is any need to do so.” (SaLuSa of 
Sirius, Dec. 8, 2008.)
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“We can tell you that regardless of what threats are perceived, you will not be 
involved in a nuclear exchange or war. Your governments are aware of this edict 
from us, but still use such threats against each other.” (Atmos, Dec. 17, 2008.)

"Nuclear weapons are quarantined so that they stay on Earth, and [are] not allowed 
to be used in connection with experimental or warlike activities.

"Our future is together and we come not to 'rescue' you, as you are not in danger of 
annihilation. Such as the dangers are to life and limb, we are tightly monitoring 
events on Earth and our divine orders are to keep it to a minimum. 

“There will be no nuclear war or that type of aggression, but we cannot stop 
altercations between people if they are set upon it. It is still a time when much 
Karma is being cleared, so it must be allowed in the interests of all concerned. We 
do not interfere, but come in answer to many prayers and thoughts sent into the 
ethers that welcome our presence." (SaLuSa, Feb. 18, 2009.)

“Creator made this single exception to Its law that all souls’ free will must be 
honored: There will be no more nuclear wars, and spiritually-evolved civilizations 
are authorized to use their technology to prevent any attempts to initiate one. That 
is why we have been able to repeatedly and confidently assure you that there will 
be no nuclear war on Earth.

“So there is no possibility of planetary-wide destruction.” (Matthew’s Message, 
March 10, 2009.)

“Technologically we are far superior to your dark forces and although they have 
developed weapons of mass destruction we can safely handle them.” (SaLuSa, 
March 17, 2010.)

“We are in contact with your leaders,and they have been warned that certain 
conduct that seriously endangers you will not be allowed.” (SaLuSa, March 20, 
2009.)

“You will soon have to dismantle all weapons of war and in fact, once true peace 
has been achieved, it will not be disputed or ignored. If it were, it would be to no 
avail, as there is nothing that can be hidden from our sight, however well 
concealed it may be.
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“Many times in the past your governments have been warned of the dangers to 
Mankind, through the use of nuclear devices. Their response has been exactly the 
same as when we offered to help achieve peace on Earth. Each time our offers have 
been rejected on the orders of the Illuminati, who have instead preferred to push 
forward with their own agenda for self-empowerment.” (SaLuSa, May 21, 2010.)

“As we have often informed you, we will not allow nuclear weapons to be used. 
The time is approaching when peace will be declared and all types of armaments 
will be banned. Furthermore, we will also monitor Earth and prevent any attempts 
to falsely start wars of whatever nature.” (SaLuSa, July 26, 2010.)

“You the people have been seeking peace for a long time, but have lacked the 
leadership that could put it into being. Attempts have been made to limit the 
potential for a world war, but even the reduction in nuclear weapons has made little 
difference. The old paradigm was one that expected wars to take place, and indeed 
encouraged them as a means of gaining world power. 

However, your pleas for peace have been answered by mightier powers than those 
on Earth. The cycle of duality as you now know is to end as planned in Ascension  
and that will take place with our help.” (SaLuSa, Sept. 29, 2010.)

“The Galactic Federation is meanwhile keeping a firm watch on the military bases, 
so as to ensure that they do not interfere with the process of change. They too like 
all of the armed forces will become converted to serve peaceful purposes. War has 
absolutely no place in the future and for that reason there will be no need for 
defensive employment.

“Keep these things in mind when you are thrown into the midst of turmoil, as it 
will help you through such periods. Think peace, love, and beauty as so much on 
Earth is ugly and has been despoiled by Man.” (SaLuSa, Oct. 4, 2010.)

“The missiles were incapacitated — we’re taking NO chances with anything 
leaving the surface. The missiles are US-based, but in some cases the troops are 
specialty forces under Illuminati commanders.

“No government with military might [that is, in contradistinction to the Illuminati] 
is willing to initiate an ‘incident’ in this global economic climate and their people’s 
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growing unrest and any show of power is by order of the Illuminati to their 
‘shadow’ force.

“I can tell you, [the cabal] are frustrated beyond imagining because no nuclear 
warheads check out to be viable and none of the missiles achieves its objective.” 
(Hatonn, “Galactics Neutralized the Missiles, Obama Knows about Protection and 
Ascension,” Nov. 15, 2010, at http://tinyurl.com/28nexyd.)

“Most of you probably know by now that [the Atlanteans] destroyed their 
civilization due to the misuse of advanced technologies. You are very much in a 
similar situation where the dark Ones would think nothing of endangering you and 
your Earth. 

“Let us however stress once more that total destruction will not be allowed, which 
is why we are authorized to stop any attempt to use nuclear weapons. You are safe 
with us, and you will complete this cycle as planned ready for Ascension.” 
(SaLuSa, Dec. 3, 2010.)

“When you see senseless violence, legal injustices, multinational corporations 
influencing governments, pollution, and the massive misery caused by war and 
impoverishment, being told 'All of that will end' begs the question ‘WHEN?!’

“And we cannot give exact times because Earth’s energy field of potential is in an 
uproar, but we can promise that you shall see positive changes as the light keeps 
intensifying. Staying steadfast in the light will help keep your energy balanced as 
well as hasten the day when the reign of darkness on the planet is completely 
over.” (Matthew's Message, Dec. 25, 2010.)

“We of the Galactic Federation are still surrounding your Earth, and nothing that 
happens escapes our notice. We are particularly aware of the attempts to place 
weaponry in Space and it has been planned and attempted for quite some time. We 
have foiled such attempts and have warned your military and government 
representatives that it will not be allowed.

“Even so, we can neutralize any nuclear weapons wherever they are, and it is 
pointless in attempts being made to deceive us. You are therefore perfectly safe and 
guaranteed to see out the last two years of this cycle, without any major incident. It 
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really is time that the dark Ones admitted that their plans have been foiled, and 
allowed you to fully focus on your Ascension.” (SaLuSa, Jan. 5, 2011.)

“Where there is even the hint of using nuclear weapons, we are preventing such a 
happening.

"So we can assure you that regardless of what you may hear or read in the Press, 
there will not be a nuclear war.” (SaLuSa, Jan. 19, 2011.)

"With Creator’s exception of nuclear detonations in space, Its law of free will must 
be honored by God and all of His emissaries." (Matthew's Message, Jan. 15, 2011.)

"Nuclear war ... will not come,as has been decreed by the higher energies. (The 
Arcturian Group, Feb. 5, 2011, through Marilyn Raffaelle, at http:/
www.onenessofall.com.) 

Galactics Have Been Involved in Cleaning up Toxins from Nuclear Explosions, 
Especially Depleted Uranium 
 
“Suzy: There are some questions about depleted uranium; basically all are about 
how this lethal radiation will affect future generations.

“Matthew: First I say that long-time readers of my messages and the books know 
my objection to the term ‘depleted' that indicates short-term effects and that more 
often I have used ‘depleting,’ which is what the uranium released through 
weaponry is doing.

“The toxicity is greater than can be totally neutralized by off-planet technology. 
However, the sickness and birth defects due to the radiation would be far greater 
without that technology’s ameliorating effects. When your space brothers and 
sisters can work openly on the planet, all pollution, including radioactivity, will be 
eliminated.” (Matthew's Message, Apr. 28, 2006.)

"This is something we have been involved in ever since [your] first experiments 
with nuclear devices. A considerable amount of our time has been [given to] 
cleansing your atmosphere of radioactive fallout and in more recent times the 
chemtrails." (SaLuSa, March 19, 2010.)
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"We have for many years, going far back into the last century, dealt with many 
problems arising from pollution and nuclear fall-out. We have limited 
contamination [for instance, from depleted-uranium weapons] to avoid as far as 
possible genetic damage to future generations." (SaLuSa, May 12, 2010.)

"Have no fear, Dear Ones, although you have serious troubles to contend with and 
they are destroying your environment, we can reverse the damage and clear any 
pollution that has been caused.

"Much of [this] can be achieved from our craft without needing to land on your 
Earth’s surface. It is the type of work we have carried out for you on many 
occasions over the years." (SaLuSa, May 12, 2010.)

In alignment with [Earth's] goal [of Ascension], our ‘space’ brothers and sisters are 
using their technology to alleviate the ... effects of ... the toxins [from] weaponry.
(Matthew’s Message, Sept. 11, 2010.)

“It was a long time ago that such a Divine instruction was given to us, as so much 
damage and pollution has already been caused by their use or testing. Man has 
learnt little since the first Atomic Bombs were dropped on Japan and even that act 
was unnecessary to gain a peaceful surrender.” (SaLuSa, Jan. 19, 2011.)

Depopulation Was an Illuminati Goal 

"Depopulation by any means is an Illuminati goal." (Matthew’s Message, Sept. 14, 
2008.)

"Evidence of this new flu effort and other Illuminati activities to drastically reduce 
the population is being amassed and eventually will completely eliminate that dark 
group’s long control through fear, ignorance and economic slavery." (Matthew’s 
Messages, July 18, 2009.)

"There is truth in the claims that the dark Ones have always planned to drastically 
reduce the population numbers, but they have been severely set back through our 
actions." (SaLuSa, Sept. 11, 2009.)

After Ascension, Problems like War and Pollution will No Longer Exist
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"In the higher frequencies where spiritual clarity reigns, … the effects of 
radioactivity, which even now are being alleviated by the technology of your 
extraterrestrial friends, no longer will affect Earth and her life forms." (Matthew’s 
Message, Dec. 31, 2003.)

“As for the onset of the Golden Age, not all of its glories are sitting on its doorstep, 
so to say. Yes, everything born of dark intent will have ceased with the advent of 
that Age—so no more warring or other violence, no more impoverishment or 
disease, no more polluting or mind control or corruption.” (Matthew Ward, “Essay 
on 2012,” Dec. 31, 2007.)

“What a difference you will find when you arrive in the higher dimensions where 
there is harmony and peace, such a gentle energy that you can feel it totally 
embracing you. Each soul you meet will surround you in their love, and you could 
hardly imagine such a beautiful peaceful feeling. You will feel as if you are floating 
around on a cloud of gossamer.

“There is not the slightest presence of discord or negativity, and the joy of being 
there is an ecstatic experience. Whereas the Earth has become your living Hell, so 
the higher dimensions will be your Heaven. What you can be assured of is that 
every soul you meet, is there through having raised their vibrations to those higher 
levels. You cannot therefore meet with Beings of a lesser vibration, who will have 
found their own levels elsewhere.” (SaLuSa, Jan. 19, 2011.)
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Peace on Earth: No Nuclear War will be Permitted, Dec. 23, 
2011 
 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/the-2012-scenario/the-time-of-troubles/peace-on-
earth-no-nuclear-war-will-be-permitted/ 

Christmas is the time to join our hearts together in wishing for peace on Earth.  In 
the past, such a wish may have seemed as if it had no basis in reality, but today it 
does. Nonetheless the reality it has a basis in is probably far more incredible, 
viewed from almost any angle, than most people in society suspect.

In a recent video, Ben Fulford suggested that we're being threatened with nuclear 
war. But are we facing such a prospect or are there moves occurring that suggest 
on the contrary that we are being gifted with global peace rather than war?

One sign that peace is being restored is the withdrawal of American troops from 
Iraq, which doesn't mean an end to conflict in that country but does mark the end of 
the cabal's forward motion in its efforts to win global supremacy.

The allegation that we stand at the brink of nuclear warfare comes from Ben in the 
video below. He charges that the cabal is planning to use nuclear weapons to cause 
a second Japanese catastrophe.
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[youtube]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-I96EdsjaG4[/youtube]

To be sure, the Illuminati engineered the 9/11 attacks to provide a “new Pearl 
Harbor” to kickstart its campaign for full-spectrum global dominance, a part of 
which was to invade and conquer Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran and secure their oil 
and minerals. The campaign got as far as Iraq. But Iran proved a bridge too far 
even though much discussion, even recently, has taken place of either America or 
Israel nuclear bombing Iran.

With the withdrawal of troops from Iraq, an irreparable blow has been struck 
against Illuminati ambitions. When combined with the destruction of the 
Illuminati's underground command centers earlier this year and the removal of top 
Illuminati figures from society, the way has been cleared for the complete 
clearance of the Illuminati from its positions of power and after that the complete 
elimination of Illuminati influence from local police forces, courts, legislatures, 
and so on

The galactic forces surrounding the planet have forbidden the use of nuclear 
weapons and will not allow the outbreak of nuclear war, as Suzy Ward explains:

“What our universal family is authorized to do is the same as it has been 
since 9/11: They can prevent all Illuminati attempts to detonate nuclear 
weaponry in furtherance of their terrorist attacks. The free will decisions 
they are not permitted to interfere with also are the same: They can't 
prevent weapons testing.” (1)

Let's briefly review the galactics' promises that nuclear war will not be permitted 
on Earth so as to reassure us in the face of Ben's allegations that we need to worry 
about the possibility of nuclear war. What we say here does not deny that 
earthquakes as a result of Earth changes will occur; only that nuclear war will not.

Most recently, SaLuSa said on Dec. 21 that “you should not experience fear upon 
learning of the attempts that have been made to start a Third World War. We of the 
Galactic Federation have full authority to stop any such attempt, and our allies are 
briefed to intervene on our behalf.” (2)

The Galactic Federation is obliged to allow us to settle our own affairs as long as 
we don't resort to nuclear warfare or cause a second false-flag operation of the 
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magnitude of 9/11. But, as SaLuSa reminds us, “we can easily [quiet] the guns of 
war if there is any need to do so.” (3) On another occasion he expanded on the 
theme, saying that the days of settling matters through resort to war are rapidly 
ending.

“We could stifle the guns of war if so required by divine instruction, and at 
some stage that may be necessary. Meantime, we cannot interfere into the 
affairs between nations, and each altercation is another challenge to seek 
peaceful solutions. Unfortunately, there are vested interests that benefit 
from wars, that have no intention of stopping them until they get what they 
want.

“Pressure from other countries is a step in the right direction, but it should 
be possible to introduce a peaceful solution if peace is earnestly desired. 
The days of taking up arms to each other are passing very rapidly, and 
there will be complete world peace declared in the near future. We shall 
then be allowed to enforce it, and all war machines and weapons will be 
destroyed. You clearly cannot allow the existence of such low energies if 
you are bringing the Light to Earth and are in the process of Ascension.” 
(4)

The Galactic Federation exists to bring peace to the galaxy.

“We do engage in wars, but as the Galactic Federation it is our 
responsibility to put a stop to them anywhere in the Universe. We do that 
by negotiation, and there is no situation that our diplomats cannot 
overcome. Where you are concerned we have offered many times to bring 
peace to your world, but you will already know that our offers have been 
rejected. This time we answer the calls for peace from your population, 
and respond to the Divine decree that has put in place a date from which 
all wars will cease.” (5)

Three years ago, SaLuSa assured us that our militaries knew of this ban against 
nuclear war.

“There is talk of further wars but we assure you that it is no longer part of 
your future. We have informed your governments and military that nuclear 
weapons will not be allowed, and have proved we are as good as our word. 
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We are here to lead you into a peaceful era that will allow for the 
restoration of your planet, and for a quantum leap forward into the Light.” 
(6)

What we have difficulty interpreting is the fact that the Galactic Federation follows 
the natural laws and so in most instances are obliged to allow us to settle matters 
ourselves, without their interference. Matthew tells us that nuclear explosions in 
space were the only exception to that rule: “With Creator’s exception of nuclear 
detonations in space, Its law of free will must be honored by God and all of His 
emissaries." (7)

Nuclear explosions in space cause extensive interdimensional damage, Suzy Ward 
explains:

"Creator made the one exception to Its law of free will, that every soul's 
free will must be honored by the rulers of the universes. The exception is 
that each ruler can deny the free will of anyone who attempts to detonate 
nuclear weaponry in space. Doing so in warring by other civilizations 
damaged souls in free spirit state or traveling astrally -- souls, NOT bodies 
-- and in a lengthy and complex process, the scattered parts of each soul 
must be located, reintegrated and memory of all experiencing restored. 
That's why we won't have a nuclear war. ...

“It was 1995 when Matthew reported the [divine] decree [against nuclear 
weapons] and its effects for Earth. That's also in Revelations.

“In honoring Earth's request that no nuclear warheads can be detonated in 
our skies, God authorized civilizations to use their technology to prevent 
attempts to do that, and they have done so successfully about a dozen 
times since 9/11. That authorization doesn't include underground testing. 
Also, radiation on the planet can harm bodies, but not souls.” (8)

SaLuSa confirms that the galactics have prevented the weaponization of space, 
which Carol Rosin (9) fought so hard for:

“We of the Galactic Federation are still surrounding your Earth, and 
nothing that happens escapes our notice. We are particularly aware of the 
attempts to place weaponry in Space, and it has been planned and 
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attempted for quite some time. We have foiled such attempts and have 
warned your military and government representatives that it will not be 
allowed.

“Even so, we can neutralize any nuclear weapons wherever they are, and it 
is pointless in attempts being made to deceive us. You are therefore 
perfectly safe and guaranteed to see out the last two years of this cycle, 
without any major incident. It really is time that the dark Ones admitted 
that their plans have been foiled, and allowed you to fully focus on your 
Ascension.” (10)

The galactics have staged many demonstrations to the military to show that they 
will shut down our weapons systems if needed, as SaLuSa indicates:

“We carry out far more actions than you have been aware of, and of 
necessity we keep the details to ourselves. However, you have for example 
heard of our operations to show that we meant our orders to your 
governments that nuclear weapons will not allowed to be used. We proved 
that we could at will disable the warheads on your missile sites.“ (11)

So we continue to hear reports that nuclear weapons are being used on Earth for 
hostile purposes, that Israel or the U.S. may bomb Iran, that North Korea plans to 
launch a long-range nuclear missile against the U.S., or that a nuclear World War 
III is looming, but all such reports are baseless and should not be allowed to raise 
fear in us. Ben doesn't read galactic channeled messages but we do.

While Ben's reports have much value, they're not accurate where they predict a 
nuclear World War III. Just as Archangel Michael said recently that the bill to 
detain American citizens indefinitely without trial as “domestic terrorists” would 
not be allowed to be enforced, so the galactics will not allow events to occur that 
are aimed at bringing about a nuclear third world war or cause extensive damage in 
a nuclear false-flag operatiuon. So we can relax on that score and keep our 
attention focused on Ascension.

Footnotes

(1) Suzy Ward to Steve Beckow, March 24, 2011.
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(2) SaLuSa, Dec. 21, 2011, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm

(3) SaLuSa of Sirius, Dec. 8, 2008.

(4) Ibid., July 27, 2011.

(5)  Ibid., July 27, 2011.

(6)  Ibid., Nov. 14, 2008.

(7) Matthew's Message, Jan. 15, 2011, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm

(8) Suzy Ward to Jack Jackman, March 23, 2011. Suzy elaborates:

“There's a difference in which ‘nuclear actions’ our space family has authority to 
prevent. They can prevent all attempts of terrorist activities using nuclear 
weaponry where the intent is vast devastation/death toll, but weapons testing in the 
lower skies and underground is not within their prerogative to prevent.” (Suzy 
Ward to Jack Jackman, March 23, 2011.)

“Of course damage has been done to BODIES -- peoples' and Earth's -- by testing 
nuclear weaponry and most certainly by the A-bombs dropped on Japan in 1945! 
That doesn't change our space family's much more recent authorization to prevent 
attempts by the Illuminati to detonate nuclear warheads in a major terrorist activity 
or to start a nuclear war; they aren't authorized to interfere with weapons testing 
underground, ground level or shortly above Earth's surface, what Matthew [Ward] 
called "lower skies," but they are permitted to ameliorate the most toxic effects.” 
(Suzy Ward to Steve Beckow, March 23, 2011.)

(9) (YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jySmciAqC8)

(10) SaLuSa, Jan. 5, 2011.

(11)  Ibid., Mar. 11, 2011.
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There will be No Nuclear War with Iran, March 21, 2012 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/03/21/there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-with-iran/ 

In light of the recent campaign by Israelis Ronny Edry and his wife Michal Tamir 
to rally Israelis to communicate to Iranians their refusal to back a war with Iran, I'd 
like to revise and reissue a post that I did some time ago on the subject of the 
likelihood of a war with Iran.

David Wilcock reported in his "Financial Tyranny" series that:

"Very aggressive and blatant moves are being made to start World War III 
in the Middle East -- with imminent, ever-increasing threats from Israel 
and the United States to attack Iran."

I do think it wise to remind readers that no nuclear World War III will occur and to 
urge lightworkers to cease reporting the matter as if it is likely or even possible to 
happen.

Both the plan to attack Iran and to start a nuclear Third World War have been 
around probably for decades as Carol Rosen's disclosures suggest. (1) The agenda 
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of taking the world's population down from 7 billion to 500 million has been 
covered in many articles on this site. And just as often the authorization of the 
galactics to prevent that plan has also been reported.

SaLuSa, in his message today (March 21, 2012), issued the latest reminder that no 
nuclear war would be permitted on the planet:

"Often we are forced into such a position when our orders are ignored, and 
we only give them where we are authorized to intervene. On most 
occasions it is when nuclear weapons are about to be used, and all of your 
governments have been warned that we will not allow it to happen. Believe 
us, Dear Ones, some of your military commanders are still intent on using 
them to start another war." (2)

Prior to this, he made a statement about it a little more than a week ago (March 12, 
2012):

"Although attempts have been made to start another World War, they have 
failed and will continue to do so.

"We do not wish you to suddenly feel fearful of the future having assured 
you that everything is going well. However, we will again inform you that 
our technology is such that we have total control over what happens in the 
Middle East, and all confrontations will soon be brought to a halt. 
Authorities have been informed that we will not allow nuclear weapons to 
be used, and that we are opposed to any form of aggression.

"It is therefore quite pointless to continue war games, and take part in all of 
the posturing that inflames the situation. Our patience is running out and if 
matters do not improve, we shall use our authority to bring a halt to all 
attempts to engage in warlike moves." (3)

In case there are those who would be satisfied only after hearing the same 
reassurance from other sources of the Company of Heaven, here is Archangel 
Michael on March 5, 2012:

"Now once again upon your planet, as this is transpiring, there is a threat 
of reaction, of war. Now, we want you to know, it is very, very seldom, 
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rare – because of our agreements and because of Universal Law – that we 
interfere in such matters. But we wish to suggest to you, very strongly, that 
as this reorganization globally takes place, that was marked so beautifully 
by revolution and evolution in so many countries, it will not be allowed to 
deteriorate back into war.

"You and I, and many in every realm have worked too long and too hard. 
We are too close to that breakthrough to allow that interference to 
occur." (4)

And here is Matthew Ward from Jan. 4, 2012:

"People in all countries are speculating what [the U.S.] government will do 
relative to Iran and North Korea, so we say that you can expect more tough 
rhetoric, but there will be no escalation into armed conflicts." (5)

Now let us pick up the thread of the earlier article giving corroboration of these 
statements from the Company of Heaven from insider information.

The cabal's plan to bomb Iran has been prevented by the Earth allies and the 
Company of Heaven on numerous occasions: witness events like the foiling of the 
attempt to fly nuclear weapons from Minot AFB to the Middle East in 2007, the 
failure of the provocative Georgian War of 2008, and the forced landing of the 
missile-carrying stealth craft over Qatar in 2010, etc.

Of the Minot operation, international law professor Francis A. Boyle speculated:

"[The] incident concerning the nuclear cruise missiles from the Minot Air 
Base down to Barksdale ... I don’t think that was a mistake. Obviously 
someone gave the command to do this, to transport nuclear Cruise Missiles 
down to Barksdale that is being used as a staging point for bombing 
operations in the Middle East." (6)

In her comments on the Qatar operation, Kerry Cassidy identified the American 
Navy as having stopped that mission. The command of the American Navy appears 
to have joined the Light many years ago now.

“I heard from a well placed Source today that a plane was forced to land 
[in] Qatar. This plane was described as a stealth bomber carrying nuclear 
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warheads… Word is that it was a CIA-directed flight and although fire on 
board is the published reason for the forced landing the real reason is far 
more sinister.

“Apparently this is just one of several attempts to start a nuclear war in the 
Middle East (headed for Iran). The exact day/time of this incident is 
unclear.

“I was told that this stealth bomber was shot at and forced to land by an 
American fleet based in the area.

“The commander of this Navy vessel is said to be part of a group of 
commanders who are refusing to allow this war to get started. I was told 
there have been a total of 3 prevented attempts over the past few months.” 
(7)

Towards the end of the Bush presidency, the American military seems to have 
drawn a line in the sand over war with Iran. When both Bush and Cheney pushed 
for it, numerous American generals and admirals were poised to resign. Said a 
British newspaper:

"There are four or five generals and admirals we know of who would 
resign if Bush ordered an attack on Iran,” a source with close ties to British 
intelligence said. 'There is simply no stomach for it in the Pentagon, and a 
lot of people question whether such an attack would be effective or even 
possible.'

"A British defence source confirmed that there were deep misgivings 
inside the Pentagon about a military strike. “All the generals are perfectly 
clear that they don’t have the military capacity to take Iran on in any 
meaningful fashion. Nobody wants to do it and it would be a matter of 
conscience for them." (8)

One of the most important public declarations came from Admiral William Fallon, 
then being considered to head Central Command. Fallon was one of the few 
command officers who actually put his position on the line.
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"Admiral William Fallon, then President George W. Bush’s nominee to 
head the Central Command (CENTCOM), expressed strong opposition in 
February to an administration plan to increase the number of carrier strike 
groups in the Persian Gulf from two to three and vowed privately there 
would be no war against Iran as long as he was chief of CENTCOM, 
according to sources with access to his thinking.

"Fallon’s resistance to the proposed deployment of a third aircraft carrier 
was followed by a shift in the Bush administration’s Iran policy in 
February and March away from increased military threats and toward 
diplomatic engagement with Iran. That shift, for which no credible 
explanation has been offered by administration officials, suggests that 
Fallon’s resistance to a crucial deployment was a major factor in the intra-
administration struggle over policy toward Iran. ...

"Despite Vice President Dick Cheney’s invocation of the military option 
from the deck of the USS John C. Stennis in the Persian Gulf last week, 
the strategy of escalating a threat of war to influence Iran has been put on 
the shelf, at least for now." (9)

The threats to attack Iran are, in my estimation, designed to promote fear in the 
world community and to create a climate of fear, chaos and panic  in which the 
world's nuclear powers can exert control over the masses. I would consider it very 
improbable that the actual Illuminati military commanders at least, if not their 
political allies as well, do not know that it is an impossibility to explode a nuclear 
bomb on Earth or in space for warlike purposes. The galactics have communicated 
that fact to them and groups like the Hastings Panel have made it clear as well. The 
cabal monitors all developments like these and must be aware of them.

The work of people like Ronny Edry and Michal Tamir is extremely important for 
building an environment of love to counteract the cabal's repeated threats and 
attempts to scare us. But no one should actually fear that there remains the slightest 
chance that such an act against Iran is capable of being carried out.

A revolution of love and peaceful co-existence is fated to arise on Earth within the 
foreseeable future. And people like Edry and Tamir are in the forefront of it. I urge 
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all lightworkers to learn from and emulate their actions, to push this peaceful 
revolution forward.

Footnotes

(1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ALLUuvsVkM

(2) SaLuSa, March 21, 2012, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/
First_Contact/Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm

(3)  Ibid., March 12, 2012.

(4) Archangel Michael, An Hour with an Angel, March 5, 2012, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2012/03/an-hour-with-an-angel-with-archangel-michael-
march-5-2012/

(5) Matthew's Message, Jan. 4, 2012, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm

(6) Francis A. Boyle in “Francis A. Boyle on US Press re Iran and Potential US 
Attack on Iran,” 14 Sept. 2007, AfterDowningStreet,org, originally 
www.talknationradio.com, downloaded from https://www.afterdowningstreet.org/?
q=node/26741, 14 Sept. 2007.

(7) Kerry Cassidy, “Plane Forced to Land Carrying Nuclear Weapons,” September 
2, 2010, at https://projectcamelotproductions.com/blog-hp.html ; reposted at 
https://stevebeckow.com/2010/09/kerry-cassidy-nuke-bound-for-iran-intercepted/

(8) Michael Smith and Sarah Baxter, “US generals ‘will quit’ if Bush orders Iran 
attack,” Sunday Times, UK, 25 Feb. 2007, downloaded from https://
www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1790665/posts, 6 Sept. 2007.

(9) Gareth Porter, “CENTCOM Commander’s Veto Sank Bush’s Threatening Gulf 
Buildup,” Commondreams, 15 May 2007, downloaded from https://
www.commondreams.org/archive/2007/05/15/1212/, 11 Sept. 2007. 
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The Galactics and Nuclear Weapons Testing, February 12, 
2013 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/12/the-galactics-and-nuclear-weapons-
testing/ 

With North Korea allegedly exploding a nuclear bomb underground, readers are 
asking how that squares with what the galactics have said about no nuclear 
explosions.

We presume that the North Korean explosion was nuclear. But it might turn out to 
have been non-nuclear so let's leave a little room for doubt, which a spokesman for 
the Company of Heaven will at some point resolve, I'm sure.

Nuclear weapons cannot be exploded in space and they cannot be used to start a 
war.

Suzy Ward said last year that nuclear weapons can be tested in the atmosphere just 
above the Earth's surface. Presumably that isn't space, although it is above the 
ground. They can also be tested below ground.

On three occasions, Suzy commented on the situation with regard to nuclear 
weapons testing.
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1. "There's a difference in which 'nuclear actions' our space family has 
authority to prevent. They can prevent all attempts of terrorist activities 
using nuclear weaponry where the intent is vast devastation/death toll, but 
weapons testing in the lower skies and underground is not within their 
prerogative to prevent."  (1)

2. "What our universal family is authorized to do is the same as it has been 
since 9/11: They can prevent all Illuminati attempts to detonate nuclear 
weaponry in furtherance of their terrorist attacks. The free will 
decisions they are not permitted to interfere with also are the same: They 
can't prevent weapons testing." (2)

3. "Of course damage has been done to BODIES -- peoples' and Earth's --
 by testing nuclear weaponry and most certainly by the A-bombs dropped 
on Japan in 1945!  That doesn't change our space family's much more 
recent authorization to prevent attempts by the Illuminati to detonate 
nuclear warheads in a major terrorist activity or to start a nuclear war; they 
aren't authorized to interfere with weapons testing underground, ground 
level or shortly above Earth's surface, what Matthew [Ward] called 'lower 
skies,' but they are permitted to ameliorate the most toxic effects."  (3)

The galactics are empowered to stop the military use of nuclear weapons. Let's 
listen to SaLuSa, Matthew Ward and the Arcturian Group on the subject:

SaLuSa

"Often we are forced into such a position when our orders are ignored, and 
we only give them where we are authorized to intervene. On most 
occasions it is when nuclear weapons are about to be used, and all of your 
governments have been warned that we will not allow it to happen. Believe 
us, Dear Ones, some of your military commanders are still intent on using 
them to start another war." (4)

"Although we have not been allowed to stop all wars, we have put a stop to 
nuclear devices being used to start a Third World War. We have stopped 
the total destruction of Earth on a number of occasions since the end of 
your last World War." (5)
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"We of the Galactic Federation are still surrounding your Earth, and 
nothing that happens escapes our notice. We are particularly aware of the 
attempts to place weaponry in Space, and it has been planned and 
attempted for quite some time. We have foiled such attempts and have 
warned your military and government representatives that it will not be 
allowed. Even so, we can neutralize any nuclear weapons wherever they 
are, and it is pointless in attempts being made to deceive us. You are 
therefore perfectly safe and guaranteed to see out the last two years of this 
cycle, without any major incident. It really is time that the dark Ones 
admitted that their plans have been foiled, and allowed you to fully focus 
on your Ascension." (6)

"Our mission has recently changed from passive roles to ones that directly 
engage the dark forces, and we are enforcing the edict given to your 
military authorities that the use of nuclear weapons is not going to be 
allowed. We are paving the way for a declaration of world peace, from 
which point the use of any weaponry will be banned." (7)

Matthew Ward

"With Creator’s exception of nuclear detonations in space, Its law of free 
will must be honored by God and all of His emissaries." (8)

"People in all countries are speculating what [the U.S.] government will do 
relative to Iran and North Korea, so we say that you can expect more tough 
rhetoric, but there will be no escalation into armed conflicts." (9)

"We hasten to assure you, the time for a full blown new war is past, today’s 
enemies will evolve into peaceful, co-operative relationships, and any 
country waging war against another will be unthinkable." (10)

"The only exception to [the] law of honoring free will is Creator’s own—it 
cannot be used to start a nuclear war. In accordance with Earth’s free will 
decision made immediately after '9/11,' no other major terrorism effort can 
succeed. In both cases, it is God’s responsibility to prevent all such 
attempts. He has authorized civilizations with preventive technology to 
comply with those mandates, and they have done so successfully on more 
than a dozen occasions." (11)
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The Arcturian Group

"Remember, you have been told that there is not to be a world war three or 
a nuclear war. It has been given from on high that this will not be allowed 
even though those who stand to profit from it, consistently push for it.

"These energies affect those of other planets as well as yours, dear ones. 
You are not isolated as you have been led to believe. Nuclear devices sent 
into space by your military, affect more than just earth and will not be 
allowed. The personal agenda of an unawakened military mentality will 
not be allowed to function as it has in the past." (12)

So nuclear weapons cannot be exploded in space and they cannot be used to start a 
war. They can be exploded in tests underground and slightly above ground.

Footnotes

(1) Suzy Ward to Jack Jackman, March 23, 2011.

(2) Suzy Ward to Steve Beckow, March 24, 2011.

(3) Ibid., March 23, 2011.

(4) SaLuSa, March 21, 2012, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/
First_Contact/Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm

(5) SaLuSa, Jan 25, 2013.

(6) Ibid., Jan. 5, 2011.

(7) Ibid., April 16, 2012.

(8) Matthew's Message, Jan. 15, 2011, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm

(9) Ibid., Jan. 4, 2012.

(10) Ibid., Nov. 20, 2012.

(11) Ibid., Sept. 24, 2012.
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(12) The Arcturian Group, Oct. 7, 2012, at https://www.onenessofall.com/
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Thank You, Star Brothers and Sisters, for ... Well … Saving the 
World, March 11, 2013 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/11/thank-you-star-brothers-and-sisters-for-
well-saving-the-world/

There are many movies out that depict the Earth being destroyed by cataclysm. 
Many of these associate the catastrophe with the end of time, the end of days, 
2012, Mayan calendar, etc. Some examples are 2012, Deep Impact, Armageddon, 
and The Day After Tomorrow.

Then there are many movies that show extraterrestrials as merciless predators out 
to destroy us, the world, and so on. Examples of these are Alien, Predator, Alien vs. 
Predator, Independence Day, and The Arrival.

In these movies, the Earth is destroyed or aliens overrun us and we face 
destruction.

Well, guess what? We actually did face a cataclysm. We are at the end of one cycle 
and the beginning of another. And guess who saved us? No, not Harrison Ford or 
Will Smith. The extraterrestrials saved us. Specifically star beings from the 
Pleiades, Andromeda, Sirius, Arcturus, etc.

And by the way, did anyone say "Thank you?" Not many of us, apparently. Let's 
watch the salvation of the planet on video. And when we do, perhaps keep in mind 
that we've seen a lot of re-enactments of the asteroid that killed off the dinosaurs. 
Well, it may be a little far-fetched to compare this meteor to that asteroid. And yet 
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we are watching an event that was at least potentially terrifically destructive. And 
that destruction was prevented.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaQIPBqoQ-Q

According to Archangel Michael on today's Hour with an Angel, the galactics did 
destroy the meteor; they destroyed it by flying right through the middle of it with 
their shields up; and they did risk their lives to do so. 

They did not use lasers because we on Earth might have interpreted that as the use 
of weapons and they did not want to take any chances that it might be seen as 
evidence of hostile intent. So they chose to put their shields up and fly right 
through the celestial body as you can see in the video. Here's a second version of 
the same video with a little bit more analysis.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI

I was mistaken in saying that the meteor's collision with Earth would have caused 
an Ice Age. Archangel corrected me by reminding that he actually said that the only 
reference point that would reflect the range of damage was an Ice Age. Let's listen 
to how he described these events.

_______________________________________________________

Steve: Before we turn to our main subject, which is the full restoration of 
consciousness, may I ask you to comment on the meteor that hit Russia? You said 
to me in a private reading on March 8th that it would have caused a new Ice Age. 
Can you confirm that for our listeners and comment on the process by which a new 
Ice Age would have resulted and how it was prevented?

Archangel Michael: No, what I said to you was that the only reference point that 
you would have for the catastrophe and damage that this meteorite would have 
caused was the occurrence of a new Ice Age. 

Now this occurrence of the meteor was very close to Earth, obviously, and it was 
through the generosity and intervention, the ever-present vigilance of your star 
brothers and sisters that this occurrence has not taken place in the fulness of its 
potential.
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So while there was some damage and some injury, it certainly was not of the level 
that was possible. It was also the opportunity to look up and to see very clearly the 
intervention and the protection in so many ways. 

But you are always asking for visible signs and this was one of the more visible 
signs of intervention by your star brothers and sisters, It is an element of 
Disclosure. Whether you choose to think of it that way or not, it certainly is.

What would have happened if there had been a full impact upon the planet, the 
damage would have caused catastrophic changes and climatic changes. So that is 
what I'm referring to. 

And, yes, it would have been similar to the shift and the wobble of the axis of the 
planet. It would have changed the center point of Gaia and the climate changes 
would have been very, very dramatic and destructive to the populace of the human 
race, which is already in the process of change. So it truly would have altered the 
progression of what you are already in the middle of.

Let me also say this: The physical impact of this meteorite, of this matter, would 
have been geologically and physically what you would think of as disaster and 
catastrophe. 

But the bigger catastrophe, the bigger setback, would most definitely have been 
that it would have caused the greater portion of humanity, of the collective, to go 
not only into a place of fear and survival but to bring their attention back to matters 
of migration, of change, and geological topography.

And it would have taken away the attention from what they are currently 
undergoing and also the shift in the consciousness of humanity would have been 
sidetracked and form our perspective that would have been an even greater 
catastrophe. So it happened. The intervention that has taken place by your star 
brothers and sisters has prevented catastrophe on many, many levels.

And there are not very many upon the planet that we have observed that have said 
thank you or have expressed gratitude to the forces that have intervened, which is 
curious, is it not?

S: Yes, Lord. Let me say thank you for them. 
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And we're becoming familiar enough with the galactics that perhaps we can know 
now which ships did what. Was it Pleiaidan, Sirian, Arcturian? How did they do 
what they did. It looks like they went right through the middle of the meteor. Is that 
correct?

AAM: Yes, that is accurate. You know that it was primarily a Pleiadian effort but 
there was certainly support from the Arcturians as well. And the - what you think 
of as - technology ... you know that the ships are very, uh, organic. They are living. 
They are sentient, cooperative beings. 

But they also have the ability to create force fields, what you would think of as 
shields, that can withstand not only pressure, but also temperature, fire, anything 
you can think of. And the only way to dispel [this threat] was to go right through 
the meteor itself.

Well, it was the most effective measure because one of the things that they did not 
want to be seen doing was using what you would think of as their laser technology 
to explode/implode the meteor because it would look and be trackable as a beam of 
energy and that could be construed as a weapon. 

So that would not due in terms of a strategy at all. Because whether you say that 
humans are ready or not, there are still powers that be and individuals that would 
think that this would put them in a danger zone. So that is why this strategy was 
used.

It also gives a very clear message to human beings because from their point [of 
view], their perspective of understanding, to witness or to see a video of a ship 
going through a meteor, to them on the subconscious level translates as our star 
brothers and sisters are willing to sacrifice themselves and die for us if necessary in 
order to protect us and that is a powerful message and a very true one, by the way.

S: Well, it certainly deserves our thanks and I can't help remarking on the irony of 
it. We've seen movies like Deep Impact which have tried to get us afraid of this 
end-of-cycle period and, in that, spaceships bring down the meteor. And here we 
have an event that could have been a catastrophe at the end of the cycle and the star 
brothers and sisters have protected us from that catastrophe so it's deeply ironic.
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AAM: There is no irony in this, dear heart. Do you not think that many of these 
ideas that your various forms of media or entertainment, so called, comes up with 
are often planted.

The star beings of all the various stripes, colors, nationalities, lineages, forms are 
not predatory. That desire to create the external enemy, still, as you well know, is 
done continually in a very real and terrible offense, upon the planet, between 
nations and belief systems. 

There is this human desire, which is being worked on and shifted, both by you and 
by us to feel that you have need to have an external enemy to prove that you are 
the king or the queen, that you are victorious, that somehow that is a measure, and 
somehow a valued measure, of power. It's very sad.

There are increasingly films and various forms of entertainment that show the unity 
and the family and the community of again various nations and of your star 
brothers and sisters. But by and large that old paradigm is still in the process of 
dissolution.

So a very full and heartfelt thank you to the star beings who risked their lives to 
destroy the meteor. Certainly not predatory, but an undeniable act of courage and 
potential self-sacrifice which gives the lie to Hollywood's portrayal of them and 
should reassure us of their peaceful and benevolent intentions towards the human 
collective which, at this time, they are here to serve.
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Threats and Rhetoric, but No Nuclear War in Our Future, 
April 5, 2016 
 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/04/05/threats-rhetoric-no-nuclear-war-future/ 

Credit: Dreamstime.com

The Arcturian Group said on April 4:

"Try not to fear or panic as you observe chaos in the outer scene. Limit 
your involvement with television news and much of its programming. 
Media in general have become simply a propaganda tool for promoting 
violence and the idea of humans as ignorant and stupid, all of which is 
serving to keep fear and obsolete concepts alive and well."  (1)

If one reads Ben Fulford's latest weekly synopsis of world events, one encounters 
things that alternately turn the stomach (the video showing random violence, for 
instance, on an Illuminati site dedicated to reducing the world's population by 
90%) (2) or cause the hair to stand on end - if what is reported is true.

The potentially-hair-raising story is that the Illuminati have a 500-kiloton nuclear 
bomb which they're planning to use: "[Grand master Alexander] 'Romanov' says 
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the Illuminati still have one 500 kiloton nuclear weapon stolen from the Russian 
submarine Kursk at their disposal and are deciding where to use it." (3)

These are troubling news reports. I could say in response that the galactics and 
celestials are watching everything and are here to prevent such things as false-flag 
nuclear attacks and world wars.  Matthew Ward named some Illuminati-
manufactured catastrophes that he said would not be allowed to happen:

"[Our] efforts to dispel fear include our many assurances that there will be 
no nuclear war, no terrorism like 9/11, no pandemics, no celestial bodies 
colliding with Earth or any other dire predictions such as cataclysmic 
changes in lands and seas that will make the planet uninhabitable." (4)

On another occasion, he added:

“People in all countries are speculating what [the U.S.] government will do 
relative to Iran and North Korea, so we say that you can expect more tough 
rhetoric, but there will be no escalation into armed conflicts.” (5)

The Arcturian Group reminds us that the chaos we see around us is because the old 
order is breaking down.

"The chaos you observe daily is reflective of the breaking apart of old 
manifestations as the energy that supported them dissolves. As these 
manifestations crumble and disappear many struggle to hold them in place 
through whatever ways they believe are necessary – often violence. These 
dear Ones can only fail, for nothing can manifest without the energy to 
form it. New and higher forms will replace them if allowed." (6)

So the Illuminati may still be there, but there is no energy to draw from, to create 
from.

The one thing I did want to direct my attention to out of all of this, because it's a 
show-stopper, is the report that nuclear explosions will occur or a world war will 
happen.  Please allow me to borrow research from a 2012 article. (7) The 
reassurances are as valid today as they were then:

SaLuSa, in his message of March 21, 2012, issued a reminder that no nuclear war 
would be permitted on the planet:
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“Often we are forced into such a position when our orders are ignored, and 
we only give them where we are authorized to intervene. On most 
occasions it is when nuclear weapons are about to be used, and all of your 
governments have been warned that we will not allow it to happen. Believe 
us, Dear Ones, some of your military commanders are still intent on using 
them to start another war.” (8)

Prior to this, SaLuSa made a statement about it on March 12, 2012:

“Although attempts have been made to start another World War, they have 
failed and will continue to do so.

“We do not wish you to suddenly feel fearful of the future having assured 
you that everything is going well. ...

"Authorities have been informed that we will not allow nuclear weapons to 
be used, and that we are opposed to any form of aggression.

“It is therefore quite pointless to continue war games, and take part in all 
of the posturing that inflames the situation.” (9)

In case there are those who would be satisfied only after hearing the same 
reassurance from other sources, here's Archangel Michael on March 5, 2012:

“Now once again upon your planet, as this is transpiring, there is a threat 
of reaction, of war. Now, we want you to know, it is very, very seldom, 
rare – because of our agreements and because of Universal Law – that we 
interfere in such matters. But we wish to suggest to you, very strongly, that 
as this reorganization globally takes place, that was marked so beautifully 
by revolution and evolution in so many countries, it will not be allowed to 
deteriorate back into war.

“You and I, and many in every realm have worked too long and too hard. 
We are too close to that breakthrough to allow that interference to occur.” 
(10)

So despite the rhetoric and threats, our planet will not see nuclear devastation or 
world war.
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We've heard our sources say in a general way that nothing will stand in the path of 
our ascending and that, once we move out of the range of dense vibrations that 
allow violence, all will be peaceful on Earth.

We can certainly assist that outcome by turning aside from the chaotic vibrations 
that are awash in society at the present time and working towards unity and love, 
harmony and balance on Earth.

Footnotes

(1) The Arcturian Group. Channelled by Marilyn Raffaele. April 1, 2016. https://
www.onenessofall.com/newest.html.

(2) Do not watch the video unless you sincerely want to get an idea of what the 
Illuminati wants to see happen in the world. https://armageddonconspiracy.co.uk/ 
This is definitely not for general consumption.

(3) "Fulford Report for Apr 4: 'Decisive Attacks against Khazarian Mafia," at 
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.ca/2016/04/fulford-report-for-apr-4-
decisive.html

(4) Matthew's Message, Feb. 1, 2012, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm.

(5) Ibid., Jan. 4, 2012.

(6) The Arcturian Group, ibid.

(7) "There will be No Nuclear War with Iran," March 21, 2012, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/warmongering/there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-
with-iran/

(8) SaLuSa, March 21, 2012, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/
First_Contact/Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm

(9) Ibid., March 12, 2012.

(10) Archangel Michael, An Hour with an Angel, March 5, 2012, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2012/03/an-hour-with-an-angel-with-archangel-michael-
march-5-2012/ 
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No Chance of Nuclear War, September 6, 2016 
 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/09/06/no-chance-nuclear-war/ 

 

Not in our future 

Rumors of a nuclear World War III persist but will a world war be allowed to 
happen? And need it be a factor in our considerations of building Nova Earth? 

Those of us who know that the planet is surrounded and protected by intergalactic 
federations of light know that Armageddon will never happen. 

The matter has been discussed for years now in the channeled literature that our 
star family uses to communicate with us.  They've prevented many attempted uses 
of nuclear weaponry. 

Anyone who listens to their messages will have heard their assurances that the 
Divine will not permit the hostile use of nuclear weapons on this planet or in 
space.  Let’s look at some of them. 

Matthew Ward is one of the more informative of our sources on the question. On 
June 19 of this year, he assured us that the command to prevent nuclear explosions 
in space comes from Creator: 

“Concerns about countries developing, modernizing or expanding nuclear 
capabilities have prompted questions about our assurance that there won’t 
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be a nuclear war—if not by intention, what about a rash reaction to faulty 
communication or some accident? 

“The assurance we gave, which covers the realm of possibilities, comes 
from Creator. Souls have been damaged by nuclear explosions in space, 
and in decreeing that never again will that happen, Creator made this sole 
exception to Its gift of free will: Anyone who attempts such an explosion 
will be prevented from succeeding. 

“In this universe God authorized all spiritually and technologically 
advanced civilizations to cause detonation failure of nuclear warheads on 
launched missiles, and on behalf of Earth alone, this has been 
accomplished about a dozen times.” (1) 

The cabal planned to reduce the population from 7 billion to a more manageable 
500 million by starting a nuclear war, Mike Quinsey says: 

"The ‘silent war’ over who controls the Earth and its people is coming to 
an end very soon, and you will be relieved to know that the threat hanging 
over your heads has been removed. 

“To be prisoners on your own planet would have been bad enough, but 
plans had been made to drastically reduce the population. Some of you 
have learnt who is responsible and in time all will be revealed to everyone 
so that you understand what had been planned for your future. … 

“However, the Hierarchy of Light have kept a constant watch over you all 
and ensured that matters did not get out of control.” (2) 

Four years ago, in 2012, SaLuSa of Sirius, speaking for the Galactic Federation of 
Light through Mike Quinsey, described how attempts to explode nuclear bombs 
had been tried and failed: 

“Although attempts have been made to start another World War, they have 
failed and will continue to do so. … 

”Our technology is such that we have total control over what happens…. 
Authorities have been informed that we will not allow nuclear weapons to 
be used, and that we are opposed to any form of aggression. 

“It is therefore quite pointless to continue war games, and take part in all 
of the posturing that inflames the situation. Our patience is running out and 
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if matters do not improve, we shall use our authority to bring a halt to all 
attempts to engage in warlike moves.” (3) 

He revealed that some cabal military commanders were pressing for nuclear 
weapons to be used: 

“Often we are forced into such a position when our orders are ignored, and 
we only give them where we are authorized to intervene. On most 
occasions it is when nuclear weapons are about to be used, and all of your 
governments have been warned that we will not allow it to happen. 

“Believe us, Dear Ones, some of your military commanders are still intent 
on using them to start another war.” (4) 

However, nothing has changed since 2012 regarding the promise of our star 
brothers and sisters. Their promise is not something they make one day and forget 
the next. They continue to patrol our skies and will until the threat has passed with 
Ascension. 

Not only the galactics, but the celestials as well have offered their assurances. 
Here's Archangel Michael: 

“Now once again upon your planet, as this is transpiring, there is a threat 
of reaction, of war. Now, we want you to know, it is very, very seldom, 
rare – because of our agreements and because of Universal Law – that we 
interfere in such matters. 

“But we wish to suggest to you, very strongly, that as this reorganization 
globally takes place, that was marked so beautifully by revolution and 
evolution in so many countries, it will not be allowed to deteriorate back 
into war. 

“You and I, and many in every realm have worked too long and too hard. 
We are too close to that breakthrough to allow that interference to occur.” 
(5) 

Thus no one need fear that anything like World War III will break out on the 
planet. It won't be allowed by forces much more powerful and benign than we are. 
The impetus towards the consciousness shift is too great for it to be derailed by any 
actions of the recalcitrants. 
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A revolution of love and peaceful co-existence is fated to arise on Earth within the 
foreseeable future. And those most responsible for it are not even deemed to exist 
by most people on Earth. 

What a surprise is in store for us when we meet the star humans who've prevented 
this planet from being destroyed from nuclear pollution, oil spills, chemtrails, 
manmade earthquakes and hurricanes, and world war. 

Footnotes 

(1) Matthew’s Message, June 19, 2016, at https://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm   Matthew is a reincarnation of St. Matthew the disciple and 
speaks through his mother, Suzy Ward. 

(2) “Mike Quinsey: A Message from My Higher Self 6/17/16,” at https://
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/Mike%20Quinsey/channeled%20messages/
June%202016/Mike%20Quinsey06-17-16.htm 

(3) SaLuSa, March 12, 2012, at https://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/
First_Contact/Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm 

(4) Ibid., March 21, 2012. 

(5) Archangel Michael, An Hour with an Angel, March 5, 2012, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2012/03/an-hour-with-an-angel-with-archangel-michael-
march-5-2012/ 
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AAM: There Will be No Nuclear War … Period, September 
5, 2017 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/05/aam-there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-period/

 

Credit: Kathleen Mary Willis
 
We post a transcript between EBSS (Earthbound Star Soul) and Archangel Michael 
through Linda Dillon in which AAM declares that there will be no nuclear war.

Thanks to him for sharing his channeled message.  If others also have germane 
parts of transcripts that could become part of the public record, please send them 
along.

______________________

Archangel Michael to Earthbound Star Soul through Linda Dillon, August 9, 2017

______________________

AAM: Greetings, I am Michael.

EBSS: Greetings, Michael.

AAM: And welcome to you, beloved one. I come as Archangel of Peace, 
Archangel of Truth, Bringer of Love, Bringer of Truth, Anchor of Love, Anchor of 
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Peace, Anchor of Truth… so you can see my beloved friend, I have my work cut 
out for me.

EBSS: Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha.

AAM: And so do you!

EBSS: Well… I think you’re up to the task.

AAM: I am up to the task, and I tell you why because I see, as do you, with the gift 
of foresight, I see the fulfillment, of our Beloved Mother’s dream and plan.  
 
I know the fulfillment. It is not simply wishful thinking. Oh, there are variables. 
There are variations. There are changes.

But in the larger sense, it is written in stone, because the Mother has declared it, 
and dreamed it so it is not that this is going to be canceled or [turn out to be a] false 
alarm.

So as I start there, I wish to communicate to you and the people of this planet very 
clearly there will be no nuclear war. There will be no nuclear holocaust. The price 
is too dear.  Gaia in Her infinite, eternal, patience has suffered enough.

And let us be clear about this. When these nuclear tests are done, wherever the 
vicious malintent of such destruction is held and operated upon, it injures her. It 
hurts Her.

Not only the Mother declares it but we, who are the Legions of Blue, and the 
Legions of Light, and the Legions of Hope and the Legions of Love, also declare: 
This simply will not be permitted. It is a departure from and an aberration of the 
Divine Plan.

And what we further say is that even these tests have need to stop. Think of it from 
Gaia’s perspective. When she receives that injury, She doesn’t simply say, “Oh, 
that was just a test, so it doesn’t hurt.” That is ridiculous and absurd.

Now we also tell you with the greatest clarity, that your Star Family, your Brothers 
and Sisters particularly of the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxy, have been 
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capturing bombs for ages, and they are continuing to do so. So let us also say to 
you that if such a situation were to arise, they will help, and take care of it.

EBSS: Well, I’ve been telling friends and people, there will be no nuclear war for 
some weeks. I don’t tell them the reasons why I say that there will be none, but I 
tell them there will be no nuclear war.

AAM: That is correct. That is correct in both the smallest sense and the largest 
sense. Because that is not part of the shift, of the transition, of the ascension. It not 
part of the Mother’s plan.

Oh yes, we are very clear, and we repeat again, and again, and again, we will not 
interfere with human free will. But there are certain situations in fact when there is 
an override when it means such devastation and, yes, for your Star Brothers and 
Sisters. No, it is not simply like catching a baseball, or a basketball. It is, in human 
perspective, and even in Star perspective a difficult, tricky, necessary maneuver.

And it will be done, and continue to be done. But hear what I say in this 
declaration on behalf of the Mother/Father One: There will be no nuclear war. 
Period! 

Regardless of human inclination and thirst for power abuse of power abuse of 
control a complete absence of stewardship it will not be permitted. And that is what 
I wish to share with you and the many this day.

EBSS p: Well, I guess this message should go out to Steve.

AAM: Yes to the many.

EBSS: I don’t believe that the Star People would even allow for a missile to get 
even half way to any other country, or land I just don’t believe that would happen 
either.

AAM: Well let us suggest to you that there is value, in allowing it to gain 
momentum so that the human beings realize not only the level of help, they are 
getting, but the level of danger of annihilation that they are being co-opted into.
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We have said in many forms in many ways and certainly again and again thru this 
Channel that peace will reign. That is not simply me as Archangel expressing a 
dream, or a preference. This is the totality, of my mission.

And think of it in this way my mission is not just the practicality of the absence of 
war. That is an integral part because you cannot have people carrying peace in their 
hearts, and in themselves if in fact they are worried about a bomb dropping on their 
head.

So of course that is a necessary piece. But it goes so much beyond that. It goes to 
the harmony of the species, of all the species living in peace, in harmony and in 
connectedness, and in unity and in the realization of what community really means. 
Of what family really means. It goes to a sense of being still, and with being in 
connection with all, including the precious, individual soul self, that you are.

But when people are obsessed or overly occupied with external matters such as 
war, such as abuse of power uncertainty arises and it is a distraction, from the 
internal journey with the external expression. So it is literally interfering with the 
Mother’s plan. And, we can’t have that.  We have been ultimately, and infinitely 
patient but this cannot be permitted.

So, it is a hiccup, in some ways but it is a necessary task at hand, for me and my 
Beloved Brother, and all Light holders and Love holders a task for you so that the 
collective can truly proceed in that sense, that deep knowing, of peace within, and 
peace upon this beautiful planet. Peace with your Star Family peace with another 
galaxy, peace with the Acturians, peace with the Sirians, and the CeeCeeCeeians.

You have only just begun. And I say this not in a dismissive or derogatory way but 
the false grids and beliefs upon this planet have been so entrenched. Is progress 
being made most certainly, and you, Beloved Ones, are the tipping point you are 
the Bringers of Peace, not alone, but with me.

Go in peace!

EBSS: Well, thank you.
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No Nuclear War on Earth, Sept. 10, 2017 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/10/no-nuclear-war-on-earth/ 

Three of our most reliable sources have now come out and assured us that there 
will be no nuclear war on Earth. They've told us that our star family is on duty to 
catch nuclear missiles and disarm them.

The latest was Mike Quinsey's sources, who said on Sept. 5, 2017:

"The negative forces will no longer be able to force their ways upon those 
of you who seek a peaceful life free from the abomination of war. Threats 
of war grow but at the same time many sources continue to work towards 
permanent peace on Earth. Be assured however serious the threats are and 
posturing becomes, there is absolutely no way a nuclear war will be 
allowed.
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"Whilst your freewill is acknowledged, the higher powers have made it 
quite clear that no nuclear devices will be allowed to be used. Any attempt 
to do so will result in total failure and that is the Will of God." (1)

This is an extension of the ban from simply nuclear bombs exploded in space.

Archangel Michael went to lengths to reassure Earthbound Star Soul (EBSS), in a 
personal reading through Linda Dillon, that even nuclear tests would not be 
permitted.

"I wish to communicate to you and the people of this planet very clearly 
there will be no nuclear war. There will be no nuclear holocaust. The price 
is too dear. Gaia in Her infinite, eternal, patience has suffered enough.

"And let us be clear about this. When these nuclear tests are done, 
wherever the vicious malintent of such destruction is held and operated 
upon, it injures her. It hurts Her.

"Not only the Mother declares it but we, who are the Legions of Blue, and 
the Legions of Light, and the Legions of Hope and the Legions of Love, 
also declare: This simply will not be permitted. It is a departure from and 
an aberration of the Divine Plan.

"And what we further say is that even these tests have need to stop. Think 
of it from Gaia’s perspective. When she receives that injury, She doesn’t 
simply say, 'Oh, that was just a test, so it doesn’t hurt.' That is ridiculous 
and absurd.

"Now we also tell you with the greatest clarity, that your Star Family, your 
Brothers and Sisters particularly of the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxy, 
have been capturing bombs for ages, and they are continuing to do so. So 
let us also say to you that if such a situation were to arise, they will help, 
and take care of it." (2)

Moreover, Matthew Ward, who has been saying for years that no nuclear bombs 
could be exploded in space, stated in Jan. 2017 that no nuclear war will be 
permitted on Earth:
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"Please have no fear that Russia or China will start an armed conflict with 
the United States that could burgeon into a nuclear war. Despite the 
rhetorical posturing that some of your analysts consider worrisome, none 
of those countries’ leaders wants to become embroiled in a war that could 
imperil the world.

"And, if any other country or rogue group were to send up a missile with a 
nuclear warhead, ever-diligent crews in spacecraft surrounding Earth will 
prevent its detonation." (3)

It's in the interests of the remaining cabal and North Korea to pretend that their 
blasts are nuclear, to raise fear, but our sources have given us every reassurance 
possible that our progress through Ascension will not be marred by nuclear blasts 
or threatened by nuclear war.

Footnotes

(1) Mike Quinsey's Message from his Higher Self, Sept. 8, 2017, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/08/289616/

(2) "AAM: There Will be No Nuclear War … Period," September 5, 2017, at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/05/aam-there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-
period/.

(3) Matthew's Message, Jan. 8, 2017, at https://www.matthewbooks.com.

Further Reading

"The Galactics and Nuclear Weapons Testing," Feb. 12, 2013, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/warmongering/the-galactics-and-nuclear-
weapons-testing/

"Threats and Rhetoric, but No Nuclear War in Our Future," April 5, 2016, at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/04/05/threats-rhetoric-no-nuclear-war-future/

"No Chance of a Nuclear War," Sept. 6, 2016, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/
2016/09/06/no-chance-nuclear-war/
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History of Humanity Mostly a History of Wars, December 
13, 2018 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2018/12/13/history-of-humanity-mostly-a-history-of-
wars/ 

Every source I read - celestial and galactic - seems to say, don't be following events 
with the deep state and cabal.

What you put your attention on grows.

Focus on what you want to see happen. Dream. Imagine. (Imagination in the Fifth 
Dimension is creative thought - it creates.)

And I get it and by and large I do.

But I still have this desire - perhaps the historian in me - to know the bigger picture 
of what happened in human history over the last 3400 years (since 1200 BC, when 
the galactics left Earth). (1) I really want to know what happened here before I 
leave it.
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I don't want to increase the magnification so far as to reach the political. I have no 
interest in the day-to-day conflict. The bigger picture is what I want.  I want the 
historical record, but, within that, its kernel - the evolutionary record or overview.

***
From what I've investigated so far, one thing stands out. Human history throughout 
the last 3,400 years can be said to be mostly a history of wars.

Constant warfare. Constant conflict and treaties, all designed to advance one 
person's or one country's power and prestige. A huge chess game among those who 
consider themselves world leaders, with fatal consequences.

A history of one country seeking power over, dominion over, sway over another.  
For sometimes trivial reasons, although all reasons for war are trivial compared to 
reasons for peace.

This holds true, I assert, throughout the world - in Europe, the Middle East, China, 
Japan, South America, Russia, etc. In America, it isn't simply a case of a cabal 
eyeing its neighbors' territory. The deep state here - the New World Order - wanted 
everything.

This also holds true throughout history - Wars of aggrandizement have been started 
by the Babylonians, Syrians, Assyrians, Persians, Egyptians, Hittites, Greeks, 
Carthaginians, Romans, Mongols, Tartars, Huns, Muslims. Let me stop there. (2)

But war on Earth never stops.

Can the uprisings in France be the first sign that the people of the world are, in 
common, tired of constant warfare and false-flag mass killings?

Can it be that we may be emerging from this period of constant death and 
destruction, raping and pillaging?

That period will stop with this generation. That we already know.

We're pulling out of it through the elevating forces creating our Ascension. Those 
who insist on continuing will find themselves thwarted and isolated.
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***
All conditions of unworkability on the planet ceasing will be by our creation. It 
couldn't be any other way. We’re in charge of this planet. The galactics and 
celestials can only intervene if we ask - through our leaders but, if our leaders 
won't ask, then through the collective consciousness.

We have the power to stop war on Earth through sending our love out to the world 
and raising the collective vibration. Once the collective consciousness tilts towards 
peace on Earth, the galactics and celestials are empowered to intervene.

The collective consciousness, applied to you, means your thoughts and feelings. 
We need to elevate our thoughts and feelings to serve as the yeast in the loaf of the 
collective consciousness. We do it by feeling the love in our hearts and sending it 
out to the world. I think that is the quickest and most promising way to raise the 
collective vibration.

Apparently, only a small percentage of us is needed to shift the population.

Let's align on asking celestial and galactic intervention to make all weapons on 
Earth inoperable. Let's ask the Divine Mother and invoke the Laws of Sacred 
Purpose and Intention to the effect that all hostile actions on Earth be halted.

Non-violence takes care of the outer domain. Compassion and love take care of the 
inner.

Then we need to practice peace. True peace, as you'd expect, is found ... yes, that's 
right ... in the heart - as are all good things. (3) Its language is love and 
compassion.

Footnotes

(1)  “Archangel Michael: What Happened to Civilization in 1200 BC?,” Golden 
Age of Gaia, November 24, 2017, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/
2017/11/24/290782/ 
 
(2) The Vikings in England. The Northmen on the north coast of France.  Everyone 
taking a swing at the Poles, Czechs, Serbs, etc. The Swedes commanding swathes 
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of Europe. Napoleon marching across Europe and subduing it and then being 
subdued. Russia conquering surrounding countries.

Germans against French in 1870, 1914, and 1940. Japan against China, Korea and 
Manchuria. Italy against Ethiopia. Russia and Iron-Curtain suppression. Korea. 
Vietnam. 9/11 false-flag wars against Afghanistan and Iraq. Libya, Syria, the 
cauldron of the Middle East.

(3) Yes, the spiritual heart, not the heart chakra. It's located two digits right of the 
breast bone, behind the closed spiritual aperture, portal, or door known as the 
hridayam. Use your imagination to enter the space of the heart and dive deep.
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Excerpt from What’s Happening on Planet Earth? The 
Accountability Phase of Ascension, 2018 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Whats-Happening-on-
Planet-Earth.pages.pdf 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

I understand the dark wanted to create World War III. Will nuclear war be 
permitted? 

We promise you that every attempt to start another world war will fail, and we will 
do all we can to promote peaceful relationships. (SaLuSa, Dec. 21, 2011.) 
 
We tell you: There will be NO nuclear war! There will be no Third World War! At 
most there would be a very temporary clash of the military forces commanded by 
the two Illuminati factions. But anything beyond that would fall within God's 
honoring Earth's free will choice that no more acts of death and destruction on the 
scale of '9/11' shall occur. 
 
If that clash does take place, you will see troops on both sides refusing to fight in 
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such numbers that further combat is doomed. They will see weapons failing to 
function, vehicles that won't move, missiles that fizzle - do not doubt that the 
technology of our space family can achieve this! - and even the Illuminati 
commanders will see the futility of continuing. (Matthew's Message, Aug. 13, 
2005.) 

Be assured however serious the threats are and posturing becomes, there is 
absolutely no way a nuclear war will be allowed. 

Whilst your freewill is acknowledged, the higher powers have made it quite clear 
that no nuclear devices will be allowed to be used. Any attempt to do so will result 
in total failure and that is the Will of God." (Mike Quinsey, Sept. 8, 2017.) 

Dear ones, let us assure you that escalating rhetoric will not lead to nuclear war, 
and if any missiles are launched with nuclear warheads, crews in spacecraft will 
prevent their detonation. (Matthew's Message, Sept. 25, 2017.) 
 
Remember, you have been told that there is not to be a world war three or a nuclear 
war. It has been given from on high that this will not be allowed even though those 
who stand to profit from it, consistently push for it.  

These energies affect those of other planets as well as yours, dear ones. You are not 
isolated as you have been led to believe. Nuclear devices sent into space by your 
military, affect more than just earth and will not be allowed. The personal agenda 
of an unawakened military mentality will not be allowed to function as it has in the 
past. (The Arcturian Group, Oct. 7, 2012.)  

Please remember that we will not allow nuclear weaponry on your planet. Dispense 
with the fear of war because there are no more energies for war. There are only 
energies by the cabal to make more money by creating weapons. This is the truth. 
("A Message from Mira from the Pleiadian High Council through Valerie Donner, 
December 5, 2017." at http://goldenageofgaia.com/?p=291215.) 
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Repost: No War for the World, December 28, 2020 
 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/12/28/repost-no-war-for-the-world/ 
 

Credit: Dreamstime.com 

A well-respected intel guru writes: "PREPARE FOR WAR" and continues:

"After Jan. 6th [2021], expect all hell to break loose across America....

"If this election situation is not resolved on January 6th, all hell is going to 
break loose across America. The obvious, overwhelming election theft by 
enemies of America will simply not be tolerated by patriots. It’s already 
apparent that literally millions of Americans are on the verge of activating 
their Second Amendment duty to defeat tyranny and save the republic, 
even if it means possibly dying in the process."

To calm nerves, allow me to repeat an article I posted a year ago in which the 
Company of Heaven tells us that nothing of the sort will be allowed to happen.
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Archangel Michael: I wish to communicate to you and the people of this planet 
very clearly there will be no nuclear war. There will be no nuclear holocaust. The 
price is too dear. Gaia in Her infinite, eternal, patience has suffered enough. ...

Not only the Mother declares it but we, who are the Legions of Blue, and the 
Legions of Light, and the Legions of Hope and the Legions of Love, also declare: 
This simply will not be permitted. It is a departure from and an aberration of the 
Divine Plan.

Now we also tell you with the greatest clarity, that your Star Family, your Brothers 
and Sisters particularly of the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxy, have been 
capturing bombs for ages, and they are continuing to do so. So let us also say to 
you that if such a situation were to arise, they will help, and take care of it. (1)

Matthew Ward:  Please have no fear that Russia or China will start an armed 
conflict with the United States that could burgeon into a nuclear war. Despite the 
rhetorical posturing that some of your analysts consider worrisome, none of those 
countries’ leaders wants to become embroiled in a war that could imperil the world.

And, if any other country or rogue group were to send up a missile with a nuclear 
warhead, ever-diligent crews in spacecraft surrounding Earth will prevent its 
detonation.  (2)

Matthew: In this universe God authorized all spiritually and technologically 
advanced civilizations to cause detonation failure of nuclear warheads on launched 
missiles, and on behalf of Earth alone, this has been accomplished about a dozen 
times. (3)

Mike Quinsey's Higher Self: Be assured however serious the threats are and 
posturing becomes, there is absolutely no way a nuclear war will be allowed. 
Whilst your freewill is acknowledged, the higher powers have made it quite clear 
that no nuclear devices will be allowed to be used. Any attempt to do so will result 
in total failure and that is the Will of God. (4)
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SaLuSa: At different times we have stepped in and put a stop to actions intended to 
cause harm and damage, and as we have mentioned previously, have prevented 
what would have been the total destruction of your Earth.

So do not doubt that we can exercise powers that are beyond the ability of the dark 
Ones, and stop them creating a major incident. Too many times you have been at 
their mercy and we have been unable to intervene because of karma, but even so 
we have lessened the effect of their actions. We are not as you would understand it 
a Galactic Army but more like your Police Force who try to prevent crimes from 
taking place. (5)

Footnotes

(1) "AAM: There Will be No Nuclear War … Period," September 5, 2017, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/05/aam-there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-period/.

(2) Matthew's Message, Jan. 8, 2017, at https://www.matthewbooks.com.

"If [North Korea] does send a nuclear warhead into space, detonation will be 
prevented by universal family members who continuously patrol your skies—the 
same will be so if any other nation would make such an attempt." (Ibid. Sept. 17, 
2016.)

(3) Ibid., June 19, 2016.

(4) Mike Quinsey's Higher Self Message, Sept. 8, 2017, at http://
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(5) SaLuSa, Feb. 27, 2015, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.
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No Nuclear War will be Allowed, December 3, 2020 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/12/03/no-nuclear-war-will-be-allowed/ 

Credit: Kathleen Mary Willis 

Some people are worried that a nuclear war might start between the United States 
and China, Russia and the United States, or Israel and Iran.

The Company of Heaven tells us that nothing of the sort will be allowed to happen.

Our sources answer the question, "will escalating rhetoric lead to nuclear war?"

Excerpt

Matthew Ward:  Please have no fear that Russia or China will start an armed 
conflict with the United States that could burgeon into a nuclear war. Despite the 
rhetorical posturing that some of your analysts consider worrisome, none of those 
countries’ leaders wants to become embroiled in a war that could imperil the world.
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And, if any other country or rogue group were to send up a missile with a nuclear 
warhead, ever-diligent crews in spacecraft surrounding Earth will prevent its 
detonation.  (1)

Matthew: In this universe God authorized all spiritually and technologically 
advanced civilizations to cause detonation failure of nuclear warheads on launched 
missiles, and on behalf of Earth alone, this has been accomplished about a dozen 
times. (2)

Mike Quinsey's Higher Self: Be assured however serious the threats are and 
posturing becomes, there is absolutely no way a nuclear war will be allowed. 
Whilst your freewill is acknowledged, the higher powers have made it quite clear 
that no nuclear devices will be allowed to be used. Any attempt to do so will result 
in total failure and that is the Will of God. (3)

Archangel Michael: I wish to communicate to you and the people of this planet 
very clearly there will be no nuclear war. There will be no nuclear holocaust. The 
price is too dear. Gaia in Her infinite, eternal, patience has suffered enough. ...

Not only the Mother declares it but we, who are the Legions of Blue, and the 
Legions of Light, and the Legions of Hope and the Legions of Love, also declare: 
This simply will not be permitted. It is a departure from and an aberration of the 
Divine Plan.

Now we also tell you with the greatest clarity, that your Star Family, your Brothers 
and Sisters particularly of the Unified Forces of the Outer Galaxy, have been 
capturing bombs for ages, and they are continuing to do so. So let us also say to 
you that if such a situation were to arise, they will help, and take care of it. (4)

SaLuSa: At different times we have stepped in and put a stop to actions intended to 
cause harm and damage, and as we have mentioned previously, have prevented 
what would have been the total destruction of your Earth.

So do not doubt that we can exercise powers that are beyond the ability of the dark 
Ones, and stop them creating a major incident. Too many times you have been at 
their mercy and we have been unable to intervene because of karma, but even so 
we have lessened the effect of their actions. We are not as you would understand it 
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a Galactic Army but more like your Police Force who try to prevent crimes from 
taking place. (5)

Footnotes

(1) Matthew's Message, Jan. 8, 2017, at https://www.matthewbooks.com.

"If [North Korea] does send a nuclear warhead into space, detonation will be 
prevented by universal family members who continuously patrol your skies—the 
same will be so if any other nation would make such an attempt." (Ibid. Sept. 17, 
2016.)

(2) Ibid., June 19, 2016.

(3) Mike Quinsey's Higher Self Message, Sept. 8, 2017, at http://
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(4) "AAM: There Will be No Nuclear War … Period," September 5, 2017, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/05/aam-there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-period/.

(5) SaLuSa, Feb. 27, 2015, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.
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Regular Reminder: No Nuclear War for the World. Some 
Play-Acting ? Probably, September 14, 2021 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2021/09/14/regular-reminder-no-nuclear-war-for-the-
world-some-play-acting-probably/ 

Juan O Savin warned us of a "near death experience" for Americans in the 
foreseeable future. (1)

By that he meant that a gripping event would occur to wake people up. It would 
have the equivalent impact of a near-death experience - which can jolt a person 
awake to the nature of reality.

Blossom's sources have also warned us:

Federation of Light: We have said it will get worse before it gets better. We 
have told you that you will need every part of your Being to be on call, in 
order to remain in Strength during these times.

On your mainstream media, there is little room for Truth. Yet between the 
network of souls who KNOW THE TRUTH … so much is coming about 
in ways of breakthroughs.
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IF YOU TRULY TRUST US AND THE WORDS THAT WE OFFER, 
THEN YOU WILL KNOW THAT THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR.

THIS, DEAREST ONES, IS A DIVINE PLAN. ...

And we tell you … THE END OF THE DARK DAYS LIES AHEAD. ...

IT IS NECESSARY FOR YOUR ENERGY TO REMAIN HIGH. (2)

So we seem to be headed for something designed to get our attention and awaken 
the still-slumbering. And they want us to keep our vibrations high; for me that 
means the divine states like love, peace, compassion.

At the same time, there are limits to what chaos we'll experience.

For instance, there will be no nuclear war on Earth (period, full stop). Our star 
family will not allow it.  Gaia will not. Apparently God won't allow it either, 
SaLuSa tells us:

"You have been prevented from destroying the Earth, as God decided that 
the destruction of another planet in your solar system would not be 
allowed." (3)

"God ... should be thanked for the assurance that you will not be destroyed 
in some cataclysm. It has been decreed how this cycle shall end, and only 
God can decide otherwise.

"You can therefore go forward with absolute trust and belief in the process 
of Ascension, that shall end your time in duality. No threats or occurrences 
can alter that which has been divinely decreed." (4)

Matthew Ward adds his reassurance:

"In ruling this universe, God's responsibility [the God of this universe] is 
adherence to those laws set by Creator [the Creator of All], including 
Creator's one exception to honoring free will choices: There will be no 
more nuclear detonations in space." (5)

“Please have no fear that Russia or China will start an armed conflict with 
the United States that could burgeon into a nuclear war. Despite the 
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rhetorical posturing that some of your analysts consider worrisome, none 
of those countries’ leaders wants to become embroiled in a war that could 
imperil the world.

“And, if any other country or rogue group were to send up a missile with a 
nuclear warhead, ever-diligent crews in spacecraft surrounding Earth will 
prevent its detonation.” (6)

Of course most nuclear weapons today are delivered via space so that effectively 
means no nuclear weapons.

This prohibition is important to know because according to some scenarios there 
will be a credible threat of a nuclear World War III. But we can relax in the 
knowledge that it won't happen.

Who around us is suggesting what a possible scenario for this tumultuous interlude 
might look like? I know of only one source: Judy Byington's daily Reval report.  
I'm going to reprint the scenario she gives after this article.

I have no idea of its accuracy; I hope it turns out to be totally inaccurate. Who 
wants to go through what may await us next?

Print it off because electricity may go off for a while. If it does turn out to be 
accurate, at least we'll have a rough idea of what may be transpiring around us.

I've put aside enough food for myself and three other friends (I hope they like chili 
and canned salmon).

Years ago we used to talk about "ten days of darkness" but I have no idea whether 
coming events will amount to that or be what people were referring to back then.

If nothing happens ...

... I'll eat chili and canned salmon for a month.

Footnotes

(1) His tape is well worth listening to:  https://rumble.com/vmbzj2-david-didnt-
play-goliaths-game.html. Near-death experience comment at 26'40''.
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(2) "The Federation of Light through Blossom Goodchild, Aug. 3, 2021," at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2021/08/02/the-federation-of-light-through-blossom-
goodchild-aug-3-2021/.

(3) SaLuSa, Oct. 29, 2010, at at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/
First_Contact/Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm. Mike continues:

“The negative forces will no longer be able to force their ways upon those of you 
who seek a peaceful life free from the abomination of war. Threats of war grow but 
at the same time many sources continue to work towards permanent peace on 
Earth. Be assured however serious the threats are and posturing becomes, there is 
absolutely no way a nuclear war will be allowed.

"Whilst your freewill is acknowledged, the higher powers have made it quite clear 
that no nuclear devices will be allowed to be used. Any attempt to do so will result 
in total failure and that is the Will of God.” (Mike Quinsey, Sept. 8, 2017, at  http://
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm. )

(4) Ibid., Sept. 9, 2009.

(5) Matthew’s Message, Aug. 5, 2005, at https://www.matthewbooks.com.

(6) Ibid., Jan. 8, 2017.

 _____________________________________________________________

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of September 13, 2021

Judy Byington, Operation Disclosure, 13 September 2021

(https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2021/09/13/special-restored-republic-via-
a-gcr-report-as-of-september-13-2021/)

A. Mon. 13 Sept. Information from Q:

1.     We will receive seven messages from the president to every mobile phone in 
the world before it is disconnected. – This won’t last long. – ... EBS will be 
broadcast by 10 countries, covering the whole world.
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2.     Power supply [will be] interrupted. – The global power cut will consist of 
switching to Tesla power. ... [You] may be reminded that in January the power 
supply of 10 countries was disrupted by space plants [sic]. – Shortly before, within 
30 minutes, this was the case in Israel. If they can have 10 countries at the same 
time, they can also have all the countries.

3.     Airplanes and trains are landing. – Let’s not forget about the military exercises 
happening around the world. Everything is happening in front of our eyes. – This is 
the largest military operation in the history of planet Earth.

4.     There will be a unique water event. – It will probably include the Chinese 
Three Gorges Dam, whose wall has cracked [which] can drain the water level at 
any time. – Below are 24 nuclear reactors that would be deactivated by a cyber 
attack launched from space. There is also a large laboratory where Andrea chrome 
[sic] is produced. The water of the dam will fall on the city of Wuhan. – In recent 
months, the population of the area has been evacuated from there. – The Three 
Gorges Dam is one of the most important elements of the big event.

5.     White Hats will cause a Black Swan Event, which is an occurrence that 
deviates beyond what is normally expected of a situation and is extremely difficult 
to predict, to introduce a global state of war. This will be the most important 
summer [sic] of the 21st century.

6.     Terrible events will happen. – A fictional III World War scenario aiming to 
shake people awake. Sirens warn of nuclear warfare. Sirens [will be sounding] in 
all national military command centers.

7.     The event will certainly lead to a collapse in the stock market and a 
worldwide military agreement. 
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The Galactics and the Chances of Nuclear War (Nil), March 
5, 2022 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2022/03/05/the-galactics-and-the-chances-of-nuclear-
war-nil/

 

A giant UFO hovers over the dark cloud plume from the volcano on Sangeang Api, 
Indonesia. What might it be doing?

Given the galactics' plan to disclose themselves if it appears we're headed for a 
nuclear war, I'd like to look briefly here at their interaction with us around nuclear 
weapons, power, and warfare generally.

My starting point is Commander Ashtar, a star fleet commander who lives beyond 
the twelve dimensions. (1) Recently he made the announcement in question:

Ashtar: If they start a full scale nuclear war, we will intervene. And we, the 
GFL [Galactic Federation of Light], will take the opportunity to show 
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ourselves as the ones who saved planet Earth. That will be the moment of 
Disclosure. (2)

Their very presence would be a show-stopper.  But them stopping a nuclear war at 
the same time would be dazzling.

However, the fact is ... they've already stopped it.

No nuclear bombs can be exploded any more on Earth or in space. To understand 
why, I have to back up around 75 years.

It was a nuclear explosion that persuaded some of our galactic neighbors to put a 
stop to them. The Pleiadians through Wes Annac tell us why:

"Elements of your star family have been very, very busy working in 
various different timelines to stop chaotic and warlike actions that would 
have taken your collective into negative territory that you aren’t meant to 
enter in this stage of the [Ascension] game and they first took notice when 
your atom bomb was exploded [in 1945] and millions of souls experienced 
a level of devastation and suffering unlike any that had been experienced 
thus far.

"We all took notice when the atom bomb was created and deployed, and, 
since this happened, your star family has worked very hard to disengage 
nuclear and various other warlike weapons that your cabal intended to 
deploy against humanity." (3)

Say what? Millions of souls suffering? Deploy against humanity?

SaLuSa of Sirius tells us that, "although we have not been allowed to stop all wars, 
we have put a stop to nuclear devices being used to start a Third World War." (4)

The Pleiadians as well inform us that they've prevented many nuclear detonations 
since the Second World War:

"We Pleiadians have helped ... to deactivate nuclear warheads and other 
destructive weaponry, the detonation of which is far outside of humanity’s 
freewill perimeters and we’ve stationed ourselves in your skies along with 
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the Sirians and Andromedans to cleanse and heal the bulk of [radioactive?] 
pollution." (5)

Supposing that radioactive pollution is what the Pleiadians are talking about, have 
we an example of the galactics eliminating it? Yes, we do. They removed depleted 
uranium from the atmosphere. DU is a planet-killer. (6)

Steve: If the galactics had not neutralized depleted uranium, would this 
planet have died?

Archangel Michael: Yes. Now let me explain. It is not just that she would 
have died. It would have been that her will to continue on would not have 
been there.

SB: Wow, eh? That serious.

AAM: Yes, that serious. (7)

Although he doesn't say how it would have occurred, SaLuSa tells us that the 
galactics have stopped the whole planet from being totally destroyed more than 
once.

"We have stopped the total destruction of Earth on a number of occasions 
since the end of your last World War, and have succeeded in ensuring you 
are all here today to witness the end of the last cabal. " (8)

Michael provides a list of the kinds of operations they've stopped or moderated:

"We have prevented nuclear devastation. We have prevented global 
disintegration. We have prevented wars and mayhem. We have prevented 
tidal waves. We have prevented or softened earthquakes." (9)

We don't have to take their word for it. Our star family has been seen by Earth 
observers to prevent nuclear missiles from operating and to laser missiles in flight. 
(10)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgziDyPSUog

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liHkj0lziuw
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These are the reasons why Archangel Michael could state in 2013: "There [will] 
not be a further incidence of what you think of as nuclear war."  (11)

So no nuclear war for Planet Earth.

Looking back on Fukushima, Matthew Ward reminded us:

"Nuclear power in the hands of a third density population is pure folly and 
nuclear weaponry is suicidal—on numerous occasions universal family 
members have prevented catastrophic outcomes in both areas. What a great 
day it will be when the people of Earth can thank their family from other 
worlds whose help in myriad ways has been invaluable!" (12)

I consider it not so much a reminder of our folly with weapons - although I get that 
- as of our galactic family having prevented planetary catastrophes on more than 
one occasion. We owe them our gratitude.

So there we have it. Humanity is prevented from destroying itself as well as beings 
on other dimensions by a watchful and capable star fleet above us in millions of 
cloaked ships.  All the talk about nuclear war, firing nuclear missiles, rattling 
nuclear swords is all simply posturing.

But that may not stop the galactics from using the dark's pretense to possibly jar 
loose Disclosure.

Footnotes

(1) Ashtar: What we have done is we have brought our vibrations to the fifth 
dimension in order to be at a place where we can meet you. If you are to think of 
the human realm and what is available currently to you, if you were looking for 
me, I would be out of the realm of human experience. So, let us make that clear as 
well.

Steve: That means above the twelfth dimension, is that correct?

A: That is correct. (“An Introduction to Enlightenment and the Trinity – Part 2/2,” 
May 14, 2012, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2012/05/14/an-introduction-to-
enlightenment-and-the-trinity-part-22/.)
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(2) "Ashtar Sheran: Talk of Public Disclosure," through Sharon Stewart, March 2, 
2022, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/?p=333638.

(3) "Spiritual Guidance: Your Work is Poised to Increase," channeled by Wes 
Annac, April 8, 2014 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.

(4)  SaLuSa, Jan. 25, 2013, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(5) "The Pleiadians and the Arcturians: Your Evolution is Physical and Spiritual," 
channeled by Wes Annac, September 24, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.

(6) See Steve Beckow, “Depleted Uranium: Why We Must Not Go to War 
with Iran,” Sept. 3, 2007, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/depleted-
uranium-weapons/du-why-we-must-not-go-to-war-with-iran/

(7) Archangel Michael through Linda Dillon, personal reading for Steve Beckow, 
August 6, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/haarp-chemtrails-and-
depleted-uranium-all-neutralized-or-gone/

(8) SaLuSa, Jan. 25, 2013.

(9) “Archangel Michael on the Angelic Kingdom,” June 13, 2014, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2014/06/13/archangel-michael-on-the-angelic-kingdom/.

(10) Robert Sallas  on what happened at Malmstrom AFB at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgziDyPSUog and Dr. Bob Jacobs on UFO 
neutralizing Atlas missile at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liHkj0lziuw.

(11) "Archangel Michael: John F. Kennedy Will Return as an Intergalactic 
Peacekeeper," channeled by Linda Dillon, November 21, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/11/archangel-michael-john-kennedy-will-return-as-an-
intergalactic-peacekeeper/.

(12) Matthew's Message, March 3, 2022, at https://www.matthewbooks.com.
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Star Family Monitors, Mitigates World Threats, June 4, 
2022 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2022/06/04/star-family-monitors-mitigates-world-
threats/ 
 

I think it's essential to close down the cabal so that nothing like the re-emergence 
of such things as Nazism or the New World Order occurs. Archangel Michael 
discussed this in 2020:

Archangel Michael: Where our forte is is, yes, exposure so that it doesn’t 
re-entrench itself because this is rather entrenched behaviour on all kinds 
of levels.

So you start to bring forward the justice, the truth solutions ... so that this 
does not occur and reoccur and re-entrench.

You are speaking in neutral ways about the events that are uncovered, 
pointing to the deeper systemic, ancient situations that have contributed to 
this.
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And then, you are pointing the way to the new because you cannot create a 
Nova Society where there is not an understanding, an agreement about 
what is acceptable in the most basic, human-rights ways. (1)

So it isn't hiding from it. But it also isn't being swept up in it. As in most things 
spiritual, it's coming from a place of balance, and that is most easily upset by fear.

Matthew Ward tells us that most of our fears are unjustified in the long run.

"Fear ... arises about situations you don’t have any control over, such as the 
long-term effects on bodies of nuclear radiation, chemtrails, vaccines and 
depleted uranium. That is why we have stated in previous messages that 
concerns about those are unnecessary because their harmful effects, which 
exist only at low vibratory levels, will be eradicated along with everything 
else of low vibrations that cannot co-exist with fourth density’s high 
vibrations. (2)

What's fear's impact on us? Matthew says:

"Fear precludes sound reasoning, common sense, logical questioning and 
the will to rise up against tyranny and corruption―that is why puppets of 
the dark forces were able to control the peoples of Earth for many 
millennia. The dark ones 'feed' on the energy of fear―without it, they 
cannot exist! ...

"Through the universal law of attraction, the energy of fearful individuals 
goes out into the universe and attracts matching energy; like a boomerang 
it returns and brings with it still more fearful circumstances for the person 
to deal with." (3)

Even lightworkers, he says, are not exempt:

"Even lightworkers who are anticipating the advent of the Golden Age 
occasionally lapse into fear about this or that; the large contingent of fence 
straddlers are prone to fearful thoughts as well as skepticism; and fear is 
the most likely reaction―from our vantage point, it appears the certain 
reaction in many cases―of the great numbers of people who are stuck in 
third-density thinking." (4)
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I don't think it's necessary to approach this work out of fear. What I'd like to do 
here is address some of it by reviewing  Matthew's discussions of galactic threat-
reduction work.

Matthew has covered every pandemic and vaccine the deep state has foisted on the 
world since the mid-nineties.  He assures us that billions will not die from the 
pandemic, thanks to our star family.

"What is not publicized because it is known by only a few is that the 
intention of the coronavirus was to decrease the world’s population by 
billions. That will not happen because [star] family members reduced the 
laboratory-designed virus’s potency to the greatest possible extent." (5)

He tells us that vaccines were originally beneficent but have been repurposed 
instead for depopulation:

"The earliest vaccines were developed by scientists whose purposes were 
benevolent, and the use of vaccinations was too. However, the Illuminati 
saw that vaccines could achieve one of their major goals—eliminating 
most of Earth’s population—thus they were used to cause the diseases that 
the public was told they would prevent. During the past half century or so, 
a variety of viruses developed in Illuminati laboratories have been released 
to initiate a pandemic, and in previous messages we have explained why in 
recent years all of those attempts failed." (6)

He explains why some pandemics fizzled and others didn't:

"It is logical to wonder why [AIDS] and the deadly Ebola siege 
mushroomed out of control and viruses developed much later for the same 
purpose didn’t. There are two reasons. The AIDs and Ebola viruses were 
fabricated and released before Gaia’s free will choice that her human 
population would not be eliminated en masse by any means whatsoever; in 
God’s granting her request, inspiration was given to lighted souls to doom 
the Illuminati’s plans." (7)

Now  lightworker scientists are reducing the potency of viruses and their vaccines:
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"Scientists in the lightworker ranks neutralized the viruses in the vaccines 
that were designed to spread, not prevent, those diseases, and all were total 
failures insofar as achieving their purpose: eliminating billions of 
humankind whom Henry Kissinger, the peak of the Illuminati, referred to 
as 'useless eaters.'” (8)

The numbers will fall, it seems, but not because of any vaccines, but because of 
our star family's safeguarding efforts. As always, they have to stay within universal 
law and honor free will, except in limited circumstances.

Just to show that that's not all they're doing, here's some of their work with 
chemtrails. Until 2019 they had to consider the freewill wishes of the Illuminati. 
Now, after Gaia's plea that year, they don't:

"We have joyous news—the spray that forms chemtrails no longer has 
toxic elements. This development went through the chain of command, 
you could say, so it wouldn’t deny Creator’s gift of free will to those who 
are behind the spraying.

"Gaia asked God to end this endangerment to her residents, air, waters and 
soil; thereupon God authorized the special forces volunteers among you to 
transform toxins in the spray into chemicals natural to Earth. Thus, the 
individuals who have ordered the chemtrails still may choose to do so, but 
any trails that may crisscross your skies are harmless." (9)

Just to show how active our star family has been, let me cite one other instance of 
massive threat reduction: The elimination of the omnicidal threat of depleted 
uranium from the planet. Archangel Michael said the planet would have ceased to 
live if DU had not been neutralized.

Certainly terrestrials did not have the technology to do it and did not as a world 
suspect that anything was wrong:

Steve Beckow: If the galactics had not neutralized depleted uranium, 
would this planet have died?
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Archangel Michael: Yes. Now let me explain. It is not just that she would 
have died. It would have been that her will to continue on would not have 
been there.

SB: Wow, eh? That serious.

AAM: Yes, that serious. (10)

Our star family cannot interfere with free will except in limited circumstances, 
such as when a larger divine plan is at stake.

In the future, the medical community will emerge from Illuminati control, Matthew 
says.

"Healthcare—a maze of global collusion involving pharmaceutical and 
insurance companies, vaccine and medical equipment manufacturers, and 
World Health Organization as well as FDA, CDC, NIH, AMA, AHA and 
related alphabet groups in the United States—will wend its way out of 
those Illuminati-owned or infiltrated organizations. Toxic therapies will be 
replaced by long-suppressed safe, natural remedies and proper healthcare 
will become available to everyone."  (11)

In the meantime it should reassure us to know that the galactics are watching over 
all situations and limiting or moderating harmful effects wherever permitted by 
universal law.

Footnotes

(1) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda 
Dillon, Jan. 18, 2020.

(2) Matthew’s Message, Feb. 1, 2012, at http://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm.

(3) Ibid., Mar. 1, 2012.

(4) Ibid., Feb. 1, 2012.

(5) Ibid., April 2, 2020.
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(6) Ibid., March 25, 2015.

(7) Ibid., Aug. 12, 2014. Matthew explains

"By Creator's law that governs life in this universe, never are lighted beings 
allowed to interfere with the free will decisions of any persons. This includes even 
our personal family members living on Earth who are tending toward decisions 
that will incur heavy hardships they didn't choose in their soul contracts.

"The only exception to that law of honoring free will is Creator's own - it cannot be 
used to start a nuclear war. In accordance with Earth's free will decision made 
immediately after '9/11,' no other major terrorism effort can succeed. In both cases, 
it is God's responsibility to prevent all such attempts. He has authorized 
civilizations with preventive technology to comply with those mandates, and they 
have done so successfully on more than a dozen occasions." (Ibid., Sept. 24, 2012.)

(8) Ibid, Mar. 25, 2015.

(8) Ibid., Oct. 15, 2019.

(9) AAM, August 6, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/haarp-
chemtrails-and-depleted-uranium-all-neutralized-or-gone/.

(10) Matthew's Message, March 25, 2015. See also Steve Beckow, “Depleted 
Uranium: Why We Must Not Go to War with Iran,” Sept. 3, 2007, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/depleted-uranium-weapons/du-why-we-must-
not-go-to-war-with-iran/ 
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Ashtar on Nuclear War, Elections, and a New System, June 
10, 2022 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2022/06/10/ashtar-on-nuclear-war-elections-and-a-
new-system/ 

Ashtar

Sharon Stewart

sharonandivo.weebly.com

Ashtar: Do they really think that those in power now are so strong of mind that 
they would stop themselves or others from blowing up this world? Do you really 
give them that kind of credit? If you do, you are deluding yourself.

These are not benevolent people with a benevolent agenda. They have developed 
nuclear weapons with the intention of using them upon other planets!
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Their agenda is sick, and we are fed up with their threat. They're evil. It must be 
dealt with and this is their last stand. This is where we have them. They will not get 
off planet earth and planet earth will benefit from their evil agenda as it rises in 
consciousness. You will see the truth, and you will take matters into your own 
hands. You will overcome them! The People will.

Me: Speaking of which, Ashtar, some pundits are saying they don't see an 
American election this November.

Ashtar: Elections are fraudulent and only being used to forward the globalist 
agenda. You saw this in the last two Canadian elections. Nothing is being done to 
stop them. In fact an entirely new system will be put into place. It is said that 38% 
of the people of Ontario voted because obviously people are aware the system is 
rigged, so now we must put into place a voting system that is untouchable. This 
will be done through Starlink.

Me: In time for November's election?

Ashtar: No. After November's election. What will happen first is arrests.

Me: I think using the legal system is constitutional but frankly I feel it's ineffective 
to deal with the DS right now.

Ashtar: I agree. When the system is rigged to favor their side, absolutely. So you 
institute a new system.

Me: People are going to wonder what that means, Ashtar. Can you be more 
specific?

Ashtar: A new system. One the people can use that is not corruptible will be put 
into place. In fact it already is. Why do you think they're panicking? The new 
system will become more visible within the next few months. You'll start to see a 
new system developing.

Me: So watch Elon Musk?

Ashtar: Among others. You see you have Truth Social.

Me: I can't even get on it!
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Ashtar: Nonetheless censorship free social media is there. You use rumble, you use 
your website and now the QFS has reinstated your youtube account. Yes, you 
realize this. You were told last night that youtube censorship was overridden by the 
QFS and it was. We watch all of this

You're being watched, Sharon. On many levels. The Alliance is aware of you and 
they watch. If you have a message to get to them, you can just post it.  Yes, you 
have insider contacts. Your activities are being tracked, so don't worry.

Me: Thank you. What everyone wants to see is the Biden administration being 
taken out. That means there won't be a government anymore.

Ashtar: Yes. That will happen this year. Keep focused on it. Archangel Michael is 
asking you to send energies to the Biden administration and this is to disempower 
them. The June solstice is coming up so this will be a good day to do so. You are 
feeling the effects of the energies in your personal life now as everything is being 
quickened. You're doing good work, Sharon, keep it up.

Me: Thank you. It's hard.

Ashtar: Changing a world is hard.

Me: What kind of new governmental system will they put in for the States?

Ashtar: One where the people have control over their vote. It will be based upon 
issues, not voting for specific people. Why? Because people are corruptible. And 
there will continue to be corruption. And we will continue to arrest them.

Me: Got it, thanks Ashtar.

Ashtar: Adonai.

Find Sharon, Ivo and Ashtar on Rumble: https://rumble.com/account/content?
type=all

(edited by permission)
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Fact Check: Nuclear War will not be Permitted, June 11, 
2022 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2022/06/11/fact-check-nuclear-war-will-not-be-
permitted/ 

Fact: North Korea just launched another nuclear missile.

Check: No nuclear weapons can be exploded on Earth. The galactics will 
neutralize them. (1)

Fact: China has nuclear-armed warships in dozens of ports around the world, ready 
for use.
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Check: No nuclear weapons can be exploded on Earth. The galactics will 
neutralize them.

Fact: Russia has enough nuclear arms to wipe out America.

Check: No nuclear weapons can be exploded on Earth. The galactics will 
neutralize them....

Footnotes

(1) “If [North Korea] does send a nuclear warhead into space, detonation will be 
prevented by universal family members who continuously patrol your skies—the 
same will be so if any other nation would make such an attempt.” (Matthew’s 
Message. Sept. 17, 2016, at at http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm.)

“Regular Reminder: No Nuclear War for the World. Some Play-Acting ? 
Probably,” September 14, 2021, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2021/09/14/
regular-reminder-no-nuclear-war-for-the-world-some-play-acting-probably/.

“Repost: No War for the World,” December 28, 2020, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2020/12/28/repost-no-war-for-the-world/.

“No Nuclear War will be Allowed,” December 3, 2020, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/2020/12/03/no-nuclear-war-will-be-allowed/

“AAM: There Will be No Nuclear War … Period,” September 5, 2017, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2017/09/05/aam-there-will-be-no-nuclear-war-period/.
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“Threats and Rhetoric, but No Nuclear War in Our Future,” April 5, 2016, at 
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/04/05/threats-rhetoric-no-nuclear-war-future/

“Peace on Earth: No Nuclear War will be Permitted,” Dec. 23, 2011, at https://
goldenageofgaia.com/the-2012-scenario/the-time-of-troubles/peace-on-earth-no-
nuclear-war-will-be-permitted/
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No Nuclear Armageddon is Possible, October 11, 2022 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2022/10/11/no-nuclear-armageddon-is-possible/ 

"United Press International (UPI): Biden warns of 'Armageddon,' 
says Putin 'not joking' about using nuclear weapons"

"Associated Press (AP): Biden: Nuclear 'Armageddon' risk high"

"BBC London: Biden says nuclear risk highest since 1962"

"London Daily Mail: Biden warns the World is facing the prospect of 
Armaggedon"

"Sydney Morning Herald, Australia: Biden uses Murdoch event to 
warn of nuclear 'Armageddon'"

How frustrating it is to get the message out that nuclear weapons will not operate 
on Planet Earth. Even our own white-hat intel gurus believe in the nuclear threat.
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But the extraterrestrial forces around the planet at the present time have told us that 
no nuclear weapon can be exploded.  They won't allow it.

Say what?

SETI (the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) has been sending coded 
messages to outer space hoping for a response, for decades now.

Meanwhile terrestrial channels  or mediums receive messages from 
extraterrestrials, often fleet commanders and ascended masters, every day. They 
tell us that they won't allow the explosion of nuclear weapons.

Rather than repeat research already done, here's a repost of an earlier article on the 
subject. Hopefully, it'll lessen our anxiety around the matter.

My starting point is Commander Ashtar, a star fleet commander who recently made 
this announcement:

Ashtar: If they start a full scale nuclear war, we will intervene. And we, the 
GFL [Galactic Federation of Light], will take the opportunity to show 
ourselves as the ones who saved planet Earth. That will be the moment of 
Disclosure. (1)

Their very presence would be a show-stopper.  But them stopping a nuclear war at 
the same time would be dazzling.

However, the fact is ... they've already stopped it.

No nuclear bombs can be exploded any more on Earth or in space. To understand 
why, I have to back up around 75 years.

It was a nuclear explosion that persuaded some of our galactic neighbors to put a 
stop to them. The Pleiadians through Wes Annac tell us why:

"Elements of your star family have been very, very busy working in various 
different timelines to stop chaotic and warlike actions that would have taken 
your collective into negative territory that you aren’t meant to enter in this 
stage of the [Ascension] game and they first took notice when your atom 
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bomb was exploded [in 1945] and millions of souls experienced a level of 
devastation and suffering unlike any that had been experienced thus far.

"We all took notice when the atom bomb was created and deployed, and, 
since this happened, your star family has worked very hard to disengage 
nuclear and various other warlike weapons that your cabal intended to 
deploy against humanity." (2)

Say what? Millions of souls suffering? Deploy against humanity?

SaLuSa of Sirius tells us that, "although we have not been allowed to stop all wars, 
we have put a stop to nuclear devices being used to start a Third World War." (3)

The Pleiadians inform us that they've prevented many nuclear detonations since the 
Second World War:

"We Pleiadians have helped ... to deactivate nuclear warheads and other 
destructive weaponry, the detonation of which is far outside of humanity’s 
freewill perimeters [perameters?] and we’ve stationed ourselves in your 
skies along with the Sirians and Andromedans to cleanse and heal the bulk 
of [radioactive?] pollution." (4)

Supposing that radioactive pollution is what the Pleiadians are talking about, have 
we an example of the galactics eliminating it? Yes, we do. They removed depleted 
uranium from the atmosphere. DU is a planet-killer. (5)

Steve: If the galactics had not neutralized depleted uranium, would this 
planet have died?

Archangel Michael: Yes. Now let me explain. It is not just that she would 
have died. It would have been that her will to continue on would not have 
been there.

SB: Wow, eh? That serious.

AAM: Yes, that serious. (6)
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Although he doesn't say how it would have occurred, SaLuSa tells us that the 
galactics have stopped the whole planet from being totally destroyed more than 
once.

"We have stopped the total destruction of Earth on a number of occasions 
since the end of your last World War, and have succeeded in ensuring you 
are all here today to witness the end of the last cabal. " (7)

Michael provides a list of the kinds of operations they've stopped or moderated:

"We have prevented nuclear devastation. We have prevented global 
disintegration. We have prevented wars and mayhem. We have prevented 
tidal waves. We have prevented or softened earthquakes." (8)

We don't have to take their word for it. Our star family has been seen by Earth 
observers to prevent nuclear missiles from operating and to laser missiles in flight. 
(9)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgziDyPSUog

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liHkj0lziuw

These are the reasons why Archangel Michael could state in 2013: "There [will] 
not be a further incidence of what you think of as nuclear war."  (10)

So no nuclear war for Planet Earth.

Looking back on Fukushima, Matthew Ward reminded us:

"Nuclear power in the hands of a third density population is pure folly and 
nuclear weaponry is suicidal—on numerous occasions universal family 
members have prevented catastrophic outcomes in both areas. What a great 
day it will be when the people of Earth can thank their family from other 
worlds whose help in myriad ways has been invaluable!" (11)

I consider it not so much a reminder of our folly with weapons - although I get that 
- as of our galactic family having prevented planetary catastrophes on more than 
one occasion. We owe them our gratitude.
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So there we have it. Humanity is prevented from destroying itself as well as beings 
on other dimensions by a watchful and capable star fleet above us in millions of 
cloaked ships.  All the talk about nuclear war, firing nuclear missiles, rattling 
nuclear swords is all simply posturing.

But that may not stop the white hats and galactics from using the dark threat to 
their advantage, to enact martial law worldwide for instance.

Footnotes

(1) "Ashtar Sheran: Talk of Public Disclosure," through Sharon Stewart, March 2, 
2022, at https://goldenageofgaia.com/?p=333638.

(2) "Spiritual Guidance: Your Work is Poised to Increase," channeled by Wes 
Annac, April 8, 2014 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.

(3)  SaLuSa, Jan. 25, 2013, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm.

(4) "The Pleiadians and the Arcturians: Your Evolution is Physical and Spiritual," 
channeled by Wes Annac, September 24, 2013 at http://aquariusparadigm.com.

(5) See Steve Beckow, “Depleted Uranium: Why We Must Not Go to War with 
Iran,” Sept. 3, 2007, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/depleted-
uranium-weapons/du-why-we-must-not-go-to-war-with-iran/

(6) Archangel Michael through Linda Dillon, personal reading for Steve Beckow, 
August 6, 2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/08/haarp-chemtrails-and-
depleted-uranium-all-neutralized-or-gone/

(7) SaLuSa, Jan. 25, 2013.

(8) “Archangel Michael on the Angelic Kingdom,” June 13, 2014, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2014/06/13/archangel-michael-on-the-angelic-kingdom/.

(9) Robert Sallas  on what happened at Malmstrom AFB at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgziDyPSUog and Dr. Bob Jacobs on UFO 
neutralizing Atlas missile at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liHkj0lziuw.
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(10) "Archangel Michael: John F. Kennedy Will Return as an Intergalactic 
Peacekeeper," channeled by Linda Dillon, November 21, 2013, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/11/archangel-michael-john-kennedy-will-return-as-an-
intergalactic-peacekeeper/.

(11) Matthew's Message, March 3, 2022, at https://www.matthewbooks.com.
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